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Editor'sAngle

Prototypeyour wayto
woodworkingsuccess
.S*r,l
hnrie.

q

S *"'

Thenexttimeyou builda oneof-a-kindproject,you mighttry
assembling
a full-size
mockupof
it first. In the WOODa
magazine
shopwe do thisall the time.
Here'swhy.
I've mentioned beforein this
column, we designand build in
our on-premisesshop all of the
projectsin this magazine.It's the only
way to guaranteethat those same
projectswill come togetherflawlesslyin
your shop. In building the project,our
editorsprove every last detail; from the
fit of the ioinery to the sequenceof the
directions to the smallestof dimensions.
To further ensureyour success,
for
someproiects,such asthe ClassicRocker
on page36,we even cobbletogethera
prototype out of low-costmaterialsbefore
we build the versionyou seein the
magazine.It takesa bit of extra time, but
the benefitsare well worth it. In teaming
up to designand build the rocker,staffers
Jeff Mertz and Chuck Hedlund constructeda simple prototype from
dimensional pine stock (2x4s)to help
them determine the following:
r Ideal angle for pitching the chair
back. (Seephoto above.)
r Bestheight and angle for the seat.
r Correct armrestheight and angle.
r Front-to-backposition of the rockers
for a smooth, no-tip motion.
r Height of the top back rail for a
comfortableheadrest.
During the prototyping process,the
chair was held togetherwith screwsand
clampsfor quick and easyadjustments.
The prototype joints matchedthe actual
onesto test fit and easeof assembly,
though no glue wasusedto bond them.
About $30 was investedin materials,and
making the prototype took about half a
day,with another half day to test it on
peopleof various sizes.
By the timeJeff and Chuck finished
building the prototype and the actual
rocking chair, I was pretty impressed

tt---ara')t

\ f'

Beforeaddingthe rockers,
Jeff(left)and
Chuckusedshimsto establish
theidealangle
for pitchingthechairback.
with the results.The rockeryou seelater
in this issueis comfortableand attractive
while attaining a major goal we established in the beginning: It had to be easy
to build. And that, perhaps,is its crowning glory, becauserocking chairs can be
deceivinglycomplicated.
Not this one. We're confident that the
vast majority of our readerswill be able
to build this rocker.It has no tricky
compound anglesbetweenparts.The
joinery is an exercisein simplicity. Parts
connect at 90oanglessecuredwith
screws,dowels,and round (drilled)
mortises.Tenonsare routed,not turned.
Three identical rails,front and back,ease
construction.The curving, comfortable
seatdoesn'trequire scooping.And the
rockersare eachsawn from a singleboard
-no thin-strip laminations required.
AII of this was possiblebecauseJeffand
Chuck built a simple prototype between
the designingand
building stages.Way to
go guys-well done! |l
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Sounding
Board
Ourbulletin
boardforletters,
comments,
andtimelyupdates

No-tangle solution keeps electric cords handy
Thank you for the great Basic-BuiltBench-Tool
Systemin issue 179 (October 2OO7).I built both the
upright and mobile baseunits in a weekend and now
have a practical and efficient setup for storing and
using my smallerbenchtop machines.Becausemy
shop has few electrical outlets,
I added extension-cord
holders onto my upright
cabinet, shown at
right, by drilling
holes through the
stilesand inserting
3/ax5"carriagebolts,
with nuts and
washerstightened
againstthe stile. Next,
I made round "wheels"
from leftover pine and
threadedthem onto the ends
of the bolts. NoW my extension cords are always
within reach and readyto use.
-ToddJones,
Coose
Boy,Newfoundland

Can your workshop help inform our readers?
Do you havethe kind of shop other woodworkersliketo
visit?ls your shopfilledwith cleverideasthat helpyou
work smarter,faster,or safer?Haveyou designedahd
built specialtool racks,machinebaies,cabinets,jigs,or
other shop helpersyou think your fellowwoodworkers
would find interesting?
lf so,the editorsat WOODI
mqgazineinviteyou to submityour workshopor
individualshop projectsfor reviewand possible
publicationin futureeditionsof Americo'sBestHome
Workshops.
Yourshop doesn'thaveto be big or nit-picky
clean.The ideascould be storagesolutions,task-spi:cifii
jigs,shop tips,or the specialway you designed,built,
and outfittedyour shop.Mail your entry to America,s
Be stH om eW or k s hopsWOOD
,
M a g a z i n,e1 7 1 6L o c u s t
St.,L S-221,
DesM oines ,l A 5 0 3 0 9 ,b r g o o n l i n ea t
w oodm agaz ine. c om /h o m e s h o p s .
-WOOD Editors

r Forwoodworking
advice:
r
Po$yourwoodworking
(joinery,
questions
finishing,
tools,
general
turning,
woodworking,
etc.)ononeof
16online
forums
atwoodmagazine.com/forums.
r Tocontactoureditors:
yourcomments
Send
viaE-mail
to
woodmail@woodmagazine.(om;
orwriteto
W00Dmagazine,
1716Locust
St.,LS-221
,
DesMoines,
lA50309.
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But what if there's no
shrapnelflying in my shop?
I was elated when I saw the teaseon the
cover of issue182 (March 2008)
promising "The #1 Secretto Spot-on
AccurateWoodworking." I turned
immediately to page 80 as the cover
instructed,but found an article
advising me to avoid shrapnel in my
hands. After mulling it over, I realized
that, yes, shrapnel in my fingers would
definitely affect my woodworking
accuracy.How could I have been so
blind as to think this was not relevant?
Thanks for showing us the light.
-RyonMoseq
Bellevue,
Wosh.
Ha-ha,Ryan.Obviously,that was our
goof.That shouldhavedirectedyou to
pages64-65, where "9 Top StopTips"
offersadvicefor accuracyusingstops.
-WOOD Editors

Readers talce note: Covers
vary on WOOD'magazine
I nearly bought a copy of WOOD
magazine on the newsstand recently
becauseI knew I had never seen that
cover before-although I'm a subscriber.After flipping through it, I
realizedit contained the samearticles
inside, just with a different image on
the cover. What gives?
- KenWright,
Medford,
Ore.
Sorryfor the confusion,Ken.As is
common in the magazineindustry,we
sometimestest multiplecoverson the
sameissue.We do this to get a better
i deaof w hi ch i mages,headl i n es,
or color
schemesresonatebestwith our readers.
To be sureyou'renot buyinga duplicate,
checkthe i ssuenumberand mont h;
if thosematchyour copy at home, it's
the sameissuebut with a differentcover.
-WOODEditors

Subscription
assistance:
r Updates
to previously
published
projects:
Io notifyusofanaddress
change
ortogethelpwith
Foranup-to-date
listing
ofchanges
indimensions
your
subscription,
visitwoodmagazine.com/service.
andbuying-guide
sources
fromissue
1through
today,
0rwriteto W00D
magazine,
P0Box37439,
gotowoodmagazine.com/editorial.
Boone,
lA
50037-0439.
your
Please
enclose
addres
label
froma
recent
magazine
issue.
r Toorderpastissues
andarticles:

r Tofindpastarticles:
See
ourindex
atwoodmagazine.com/index.

0rderpastissues
of W00Dnagazine,
ourspecial
issues,
anddownloadable
articles
fromissue
100topresent:Visit
ouronline
store
atwoodmagazine.com/store.
Some
issues
aresoldout.
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Foran answerto yourwoodworking
question,write to ASKWOOD,
1716LocustSt.,LS-221,DesMoines,
lA 50309-3023,or e-mailusat
askwood@woodmagazine.com.
For
immediatefeedbackfrom yourfellow
postyourquestionson
woodworkers,
one of our woodworkingforumsat
wood magazine.com/forums.

Answers
to yourquestions
from
letters,
e-mails,
andWOOD
Online.

Worksurface

Keep saw blades from
getting that sinking feeling
. Sometimes,when cutting
fl
o groovesor rabbetson my
{
tablesarythe depth of cut changes
by as much asr/ro".
I usea shop-made
throat platethat's levelwith the
tabletop,and lock the bladeheight
wheel.What'sgoing on?
-lerry Morshol[Ft.Mohove,Ariz.

7C'spacer
attached to
the bench

Speed-sandplywood edges
. Do you know a techniquefor
f|
o
smoothingplywood edges?|
{
needto removefuzzybandsawlines
without roundingover the edges,
and I havea lot of piecesto do.

workpiece against it until you sand the
edgedown to the line, as shown above.
For sanding inside curves,relocateyour
3/s"work surfaceto the sander'sfront
roller. Finish by hand-sandingto at
-Bill Lloyd,Worrenville,
IIl. least 120 grit with a rigid block.
You also can sand parts by hand,
although it will take much longer. Use
A aA random-orbit sandermakes
Fl
o short work of the straight edges
the curves on scrapscut from your
on your workpieces,Bill. Just center the
workpiece to follow the edges,as shown
sanding pad on the edgeand work
below.Spray-adhere8O-grit through
slowly to avoid tipping the sander.An
120-grit sandpaperto the curved
oscillating-spindleor disc sanderworks
scraps,and work the edgesdown to the
great on curved edges,but there are
marked lines.
ways to do the iob if you don't own one
of these.Try smoothing rough, curved
edgesusing a belt sanderthat has one
sideperpendicularto the platen. Start
with 100-grit or 120-grit belts.
To let the belt turn freely, lay the
sander on a scrap of Ve"ot L/+"plywood
double-facetaped to the bench. Then
clamp the sanderatop the scrapon the
bench. Raiseyour workpieceby placing
it on a scrapof 3/q"plywood or mediumdensity fiberboard (MDF) double-faced
taped to the workbench in front ol but
not touching, the sanderbelt.
For accurateedges,first bandsaw to
within Va"of your layout line. Then,
turn on the belt sanderand pressthe
14

A a If you're certain you've made the
Fl
o rnroar plareievei wrth the saw
table,Jerry, the most likely culprit
might be backlash from the height
adiustment.If you raisethe blade and
then lower it to the correct height, the
arbor assemblycan sink slightly as you
cut. For consistentcutting depth, first
lower the blade beneath your target
cutting depth and then raiseit to the
final position, taking the backlashout
of the blade-height-adjustment
mechanism. Then lock it in position before
making your cuts.

continuedon page16
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AskWOOD
Blue qlue clues
. t1t" a lot of redwood, and
f|
r( o s om et im esth e g l u e s q u e e z e out leavesa blue stain on my projects.
I ty pic ally wipe of f e x c e s sg l u e w i th a
dam p c lot h or s po n g e , s o w h a t' s
c a u s i n gt h i s s t a i n i n g ?
-lohn Tjoelker,
Quincy,Wosh.

Angle tablesaw
moldinq cutters with Gare
. Cariyoutilt a motdingcutter
fl
{oonatablesaw?

Nick Herrick, Ploin City, Ohio

'{r
4

A a Sure,Nick. In fact, it's a great
n
o way to createmany profiles from
a single set of cutters,as shown below.
Follow a few cautions,though. First,
A a lt may be contaminantsin the glue
n
a or mineralsin the wood,John. Blue until it forms a firm skin. Then scrape unplug your sawand mount the
streaksin redwoodcan evenbe causedby
it away with a flat-bladedputty knife, molding cutter.Then, tilt the cutter to
dyesor contaminants in the cloth or water as shown above.This way, you elimicreatethe profile you want, judging by
you useto wipe awaysqueeze-out.
nate a possiblestaining sourceand
the cutter'sappearanceabovethe saw
Insteadof removing excessglue with a
avoid spreadingglue on the wood
tablewithout an insert.Checkfor
damp cloth, allow the squeeze-out
to dry
besidethe ioint.
clearanceby rotating the cutter by
hand as you raiseand lower it; the
cutters may touch some part of the saw
even though the cutter body doesn't.
After settingthe cutter to the height
you want, count the number of cranks
it takesto fully lower the cutter.Insert a
zero-clearance
insert and hold it in
placeby clamping a pieceof scrapto
the table over the insert.Plugin the
saw,hit the "on" switch, and count the
number of cranksto raisethe cutter to
the desiredheight to customizethe
insert,as shown at bottom.lf you
changecutter angles,createa new
custom insert.
rr*o^{

Hold-down
1

pusher
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this surface
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"depth
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wonderis a rugged,
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ofdrive"control
lets
gunthatwill appealt0 everyone,
fromthe do-it youperfectly
fireeachstaple
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depth,
yourselfer
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Unique
to theCTSOrM,
thistoolholdsrwofull
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hasa lightweight
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stripsof anyof the sixAnowT50@
staplesizes
battery
thatguarantees
morepower;
whilefiringup saving
timeontheproject.
"onto 1500staples
ona single
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ltsunique
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perfect
board"battery
design
maintains
professional
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designed,
toolthatwill
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control
andaccuracv.
makeanyproject
fasterandeasier
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"LEDguidelight"willlightany andthedo-it-yourselfer.
Theultra-bright
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6" dado blades handle most chores
to buying a 6" versus
.Are there disadvantages
fl
f( o an 8" dado set?| havea tablesawwith a 15-amp
motbr wired for 110volts.Somesaythat 8" bladeswork
okay on suchsaws;otherssayto use6" bladeson 110volt saws.What do I missby not using8" blades?
-LorenNyflot,Richfield,
Minn.
A a An 8" blade will give you an extra inch of cutting
Fl
o depth, Loren, but you'll seldom need that capacity
for most dadoesand rabbets.On a tablesawin the WOODa
magazine workshop, we raised a 6" dado stack 13/re"above
the table.You'll also spend lesson the 6" set: $210 for the
Freud Dial-A-Width dado versus $240 for the 8"-diameter
version at Amazon.com.
The additional teeth on an 8" dado traveling at a higher
speedproduce a slightly cleaner cut, but that distinction
disappearsif the added weight slowsthe saw motor. Your
saw'sinstructions or the manufacturer's Web site should
specifythe dado blade diameter it can handle. Most 110volt, 10" contractor-style sawscan handle an 8" set, though.
For safetyand better cut quality, use a zero-clearance
tablesawinsert, as shown below.You'll find a free video
showing how to make one at woodrtagazine.cot'tr/r'icleos.
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Kitchens need a finish
that can take the heat
. Pleaserecommenda finish to useon maple
fl
f(, o kitchen cabinetdoors. I don't know the existing finish,but it didn't hold up to being splashedwith
water from the sink.

Model 4065

-Dove Menci,Collegeville,
Po.
A a Few finishes survive
n
o frequent contact
with water, Dave.And
kitchen cabinets also must
survive greaseand moisture in the air, frequent
skin contact around the
knobs and pulls, and
occasionalheat. If you
have spray equipment, use
a two-part polyurethane,
a pre-catalyzedlacquer,or
post-catalyzedlacquer.
Otherwise,brush on an oil-basedpolyurethane thinned
about 10 percent with mineral spirits. Apply at least three
coats.If you're covering an existing finish, thoroughly
clean and scuff it first for a good bond. ?
woodmagazlne.com
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I SimpleWausto

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
SECTION

ffi0utYcur
your drill pressup to snuff?It shoulddeliver
! s
spot-on,
hassle-free
resultsacrossa wide varietyof
I
I tasks.Checkout the helpful tips in this article.
Then,for morepointers,helpfulvideos,a drill-press
speedchart,moreinformationaboutthe accessories
shownhere,and shoporganizerand jig plans,go to
wood magazine.com/trickout.It'sall FREE.

BROUGHT
TOYOUBY

CONSIDER
UPGRADING
YOURDRILTPRESS '\
It
Jlefore you do anything, take a tong, hard look at your driil press.Does it
lf expand your woodworking horizons or limit you to basic hole drilling?
s.om_e_{1ll
plesles corne pretty tricked out from the factory. For example,
the DELTA17-959L,shown, sports laser crosshairsthat tellyou the
precisecenter of the hole it will drill. The generous18xr4" tabre with
repfaceableinsert tilts forward and left or right, enabling you to drill at
even compound angles.Adding even more convenienceand enjoyment to
your shop time: a built-in goose-necklamp, 17" of swing, and a-3A-hpmotor
that provides you all the woodworking muscleyou'll ever need.

FENCE
WITH STOPS
UTILITYTRAY

f ven the simplest fence-a straight
Escrap of wood clamped to the tableimproves both the accuracyand safety of
your drill press.And adding a length stop,
such as the one shown on the fence obove,
fixes the workpiece against two planes
for dead-on precision and repeatability.
You'llfind free and complete plansfor
this fence and microadjustablestop,
plus the versatile add-on tabletop, at
woodmagazine.com/trickout.

ff aiseyour hand if you've never lost a chuck key.
flThis column-mounted Drill PressUtility Tray
(DELTAmodel 17-939)keeps handy items at the
ready and swings out of the way when not needed.

Watchtwofreevideoswith
moreongettingthemost

fromyourdrillpress
at woodmagazine.com/trickout

WAtt CABINET
DRILI.BIT

ATTACHMENT
MORTISING

I ike many
Lof us, you
may find it
a challenge
to organize
all of the
drill bits,
plug cutters,
countersinks,
sanding
drums, circle
cutters,
and other
accessories
that go with
a drill press.
This cabinet
solvesthat
problem,
keepingyour
accessories
easyto see
and dustfree. The
simple-tomake box
has a halflapped door
frame with a
clear acrylic
insert.The
one shown
measures
2x4', or you can easily resizeit to fit your
space.Customizethe cabinet to suit your
or configureit to
changing accessories,
hold hand tools or variousshop supplies.
You'llfind free and complete plansat
wo*dmagazine.com/trickout.
j F r
i',ff

[ledicated mortising machines
V are well worth the cost if you're
a frequent furnituremakerand cut a
lot of mortises.lf mortising is only an
occasionaltask,though, a drill-press
mortising attachment provesto be
an effectiveand economicalwayto
get the job accomplished.The DELTA
'17-924shown comeswith
model
chiselsin four common sizes.lt fits
any drill presswith a quill diameter of
66mm,50.8mm, 48mm, or 38mm.

his easy-to-makeproject provides
I a h e l p i n gh a n d f o r d r i l l i n g l o n g
workpiecesthat extend beyond your
drill-presstable. Make it from any
32"stock, and mark it with the table
heights of other tools-it's great for
supporting stock at your mitersaw.
f

FENCE
STEP.AND.REPEAT

f or attractiveadjustableshelving,you need to drill identically
Fspaced holes in cabinet sides-these holes hold the pins that
support the shelves.To get started, build and attach this fenceto
your drill-presstable. Make an index pin by driving an 8d finish
nail into the edge of your cabinet side.Cut off the nail, leaving
about 7e" protruding. lf you want shelf-pinholes every inch,
insert the index pin into one of the slots,drill a hole, move the
pin down two slots,drillthe next hole, and repeat.

WITH A TWIST
DUSTCOTLECTION

drilling or sanding at your drill press,
llfhether
UU you'll find the going easierif you collectthe
chips and dust before they obscureyour view of the
workpiece, spill onto the floor, or possibly interfere
with the accuracyof your fence or stops.This handy
shop-madefixture enablesyou to position a shopvacuum hose exactly where you need it. You can
swing it into position or out of the way by twisting
the knobs that lock it to the drill-presscolumn and
control the tilt of the hose mount. For free, complete
plans,go to rvcorinragazine.com,rtrickq:ut.

Ti
youworkfaster,
Helping
smarter,
andsafer
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A simple wedqe can
De very persuasue
rtJa

Around Christmastime, my lathe
becomes a production platform for
platters. After trying most of the
options for mounting a workpiece to a
faceplate, I've decided double-faced
turner's tape (Rockler part no.5O492,
$7.49; 8OO-279-444L,rockler.com) is as
closeto perfect as it gets.Sometimes,it
works too well: I usually have to chisel
off the sacrificial faceplate and often
mar the underside of the platter.
For a solution, I made a sacrificial
faceplate as usual, but I cut a Vz" dado
g/te"deep through the center before
bandsawing it round and screwing it to
the lathe's faceplate with the dado
facing out. Next, I make a small
hardwood wedge that fits into the slot.
Then, I use turner's tape to mount the
workpiece to the sacrificial faceplate,
and turn the platter.
When I'm done, I insert a thin piece
of veneer (to protect the workpiece) and
the wedge into the dado gap and gently
tap in the wedge until the workpiece
pops off.
-Doug Green,
MorbleFalls,Texos
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Semiretiredmeat wholesalerDoug
Creenbeganhangingout at his local F
F
woodworking storeso much that he
was hired part-time.He spent the
remainderof hisfree time meticulously
planninghis new shop,which became
the envy of hisfellow CentralTexas
WoodturnersAssociationmembers.
"There'snot a tool out there that I
don't have,"he boasts."There's
nothing I can't do if I want to."

Doug's friends will be a darker shade of
i
green when he tops off his shop with Leigh'sir
Super 12 DovetailJigand accessories.
i

Dip your pushsticks
to'sfymie slippage
Most pushsticks,whether homeor factory-made, tend to slip on
wood surfaces.To stop that, dip
the tips of your pushsticks in
liquid tool-handle coating, such
as Plasti Dip (plastidip.com, 800969-5432).I usually build up
several light coats, quickly
shaking off the excessmaterial
each time. On broad surfaceslike
pushblocks, I also rough up the
face and brush on severalcoats.
I like to dip the handles, too,
for a softer, firmer grip. Using a
bright color makes it easierto
find a pushstick in the clutter of
the shop.
-Petelohnson,
Edgerton,
Wis,
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Tellushowyou'vesolveda workshop
stumper.lf we printit you'llget $100
and a copyof 450+Best-Ever
ShopTips
(woodmagazine.com
And,if
/ a S0tips).
yourideagarners
TopShopTip honors,
we'll also rewardyou with a
tool prize worth at least$300.
Sendyour bestideas,along
with photosor drawingsand
your daytimephone number,
to: Shop fipt, WOOD
Magazine, 1716 Locust
St., LS-221, Des Molnes,
lA 50309-3023. Or, by
e-mai|: shoptips@woodmagazine.com.
Includeyour contactinfo in the e-mail.
Becausewe try to publishoriginal
tips, pleasesendyour tips only to
WOOD@
magazine.Sorry,submitted
materialscan't be returned.
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ShopTips
Have a ball completinq
narrow turned riesselsI really enjoy turning tall, narrow vessels,
such as flower vases, on my lathe, but I
don't enjoy making a new plywood jam
chuck for each different bowl size. (A jam
chuck allows me to reverse-chuck the
vase and clean up its bottom.) My
solution involves a short length of 4"
PVC pipe and a few rubber balls of
various sizes.
I attach a 5" disc of birch plywood to a
faceplate,true up the circumference, and
turn a r/2"-deeprabbet into the faceplate's
outer edge so that it fits the inside pipe
diarneter. Using the tailstock as a clamp,
I attach the PVC to the plywood with
PVC glue. After it cures, I finish and sand
the open end of the pipe to a smooth,
rounded edge.
Setting up the jig, ball, vessel,and
tailstock is a breeze, as all the components "center out" autornatically. Using a
prudent speed and a few light passes
with a 7+"bowl gouge, I can easily detail
the base of the vase.
-Jim Vosi,Williomsville,
N.Y.
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Mount a tablesaw box-ioint
jig to your router table
Recently,I built the tablesawbox-joint
jig from WOODv magazineissue108
(also available for purchaseat
com/box io i rtti ig). The
r,voocl
ntagazi r-IL'.
I was dissatisfied
great,
except
works
iig
with the quality of cuts I got with my
inexpensivedado set:The outsideblades
left little "devil ears"on the bottoms of
my box-joint cuts. To make more
heavenly joints, I retrofitted the jig for
use with my router table. Here'show
you can do the same.
Begin by building two trap fences
about 12" wide out of r/+"hardboard or
scrapwood.Thesetrap fencesshould be
as long as your router table, plus the
width of a cleat attached to each trap
fence.The cleatsalign and help secure
this false top to your router table. In the
bit-side trap fence, make a slightly
oversizecutout for the bit becausethe
jig's slidebasewill need to passclear of
the bit.
Next, make a slide basefor the boxjoint jig, as shown, centerit under the
woodmagazine.com

jig's push handle, and screw it to the
jig. To reducefriction, sealthe slide
basewith finish and apply a generous
coat of pastewax.
Install the trap fencesby first
clamping the bit-side trap fence in place

on the tabletop. Placethe box-ioint jig
with slidebasein the middle of the
table, and clamp the secondtrap fence
in place.
-Dominic
Pa.
Richboro,
Greco,
continuedon page24
23

5h-o-p-T-ips
Microadjustment for your router-table fence
After building the router-tablefence
t
featuredin WOODomagazineissue159 :
(November2004, p. 40) I added
i
superfine-tuning for the cost of a
:
micro-adiustablerouter edgeguideabout $40 if your router didn't come
with one. Here'show you can do
the same.
Make a basefor the edgeguide, as
shown in the drawing, and mount the
guide to it. Usea machinist's die (or a
friend who has one) to thread the end
of one of the guide rods to match the
threads on the T-nut on the cleat. Glue
and screwthe cleat to the back of the
router-tablefence.
I leavethe microadiusterattached
to the fence most of the time, but
without the baseclamped down. When
I need to fine-tune a cut, I clamp the
baseto the tabletop, as shown, anci
then use the dial on the edgeguide to
tweak the fence location. When it's
dead-on,I lock down the fence and
make the cut.
-Dr, leffreyKornblum,
Ark.
lonesboro,

Editor's note: Both Bosch(RA1054,
$a0) and DeWalt (DW6913, $35)
make edgeguides that wiII work for
this ttp. Q
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aVivid Finish
Useinexpensive
finishingmaterials
to
brightlycolorbirch,maple,ash,poplar,
or other light-tonedwoodsin a rainbow
of tints.

ou can colorize wood by using
expensivedyes that will fade
over time, or you can use this
processinvolving low-cost paint and
thinner to achieve a no-fade color
burst. It's perfect for fun and functional
furniture, like the knock-down bed on
page52, or for kids'toys and bedroom
accessories.Buy the ingredients at any
hardware store or home center, and
apply it quickly and evenly using
common painting pads.
Begin by sanding your project parts
up to 180 grit. Removeall sanding dust
with a vacuum and a clean rag. Then
use a vacuum or compressedair to
remove any loose fibers from the paint
applicator pads. We're applying this
finish to a bed designedto be disassembledfor moving; for proiects you'll
glue together, mask the ioint areasfor a
better wood-to-wood glue bond.
To make this finish, mix equal
amounts of oil-basedenamel paint and
mineral spirits [PhotoA]in a clean
container to createa translucent finish
called a toner coat. Different paint
colors thin to different shades,so
lighten or darken the color as you
chooseby varying the amount of
solvent. Then fill the bottom of a paint
tray with thinned finish.

buildup of finish on the surface[photo
Cl. After coating all the edgeson a
piece,wipe awaydrips on the underside
surfaceusing a clean cloth. Once these
edgesand the good surfacehave dried

thoroughly, finish the underside of
each piece. Allow all surfacesto dry
until there's no solvent odor, or you
may have problems later with watercontinuedon page28

Pad on a coat of color
First, use a large applicator pad, brushing with the grain to cover the surface
lPhotoBl. Avoid leaving overlap marks
or excessfinish. Then use a trim pad to
coat the edgeswithout leaving a
26
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BarrernuthoteP

based,clear, protective topcoats not
sticking to the color finish. Why use
water-basedover oil? Thesefinishes
typically dry clearerthan oil-based
ones, preserving the original color.
Oil-basedpaint dries more slowly
than the water-basedfinish you'll apply
next, so savecleanup time between
painting sessionsby wrapping the
applicator and trim pad with plastic
sackssealedwith tape around the
handles lPhotoDI. Then place them in a
freezeruntil about 30 minutes before
you're ready to use them again.

Apply a protective finish
Becausethe toner coat is like a stain,
you need to protect it with a clear
topcoat. Mix a half-cup of denatured
alcohol in one quart of water-based
finish to reduce its surfacetension and
allow bubbles to pop. To avoid overfilling the can, add the alcohol to an
empty can and add part of the straight
28

finish. Pour the contents back and forth
until they're well mixed lPhotoEI.
(Never shakea water-basedfinish to
mix it.) Then fill the bottom of a paint
tray with finish.
Unlike the thin toner, this finish
could collect inside recesses,such as the
holes drilled for barrel nuts used to
assemblethe bed. Beforeapplying the
clear finish, cover all the 10mm holes
with round adhesive labels available
from any office supply store [PhotoFl.
Working quickly, apply finish to one
surfacelPhotoGIof each part and then
the edgeslPhotoH]. After the top
surfacesdry, finish the undersides.

Troubleshoot finish flaws
Despite thinning with alcohol and
careful application, water-based
finishes' quick drying time may leave
some unpopped bubbles or dust nibs in
the dried finish. Instead of sanding
these down at risk of damaging the

color coat, slice them off using the
sharp edgeof a piece of glasswith a
scrapblock attached to one side with
double-facedtape lPhotoll. The glass
shavesoff nibs without marring the
surface. Apply one or more coats of
clear finish for extra protection.
After the final coat, hand-sand the
entire surfacewith a 320-grit pad. This
will dull the surface,but you can bring
back a soft sheenby buffing it with a
mildly abrasivewhite Scotch-Brite
cleaning pad. To speedup the iob,
attach an old hook-and-loop sanding
disc to the sheetwith double-faced
tape; then cut it awayto createa
buffing pad you can attach to a
random-orbit sander lPhotoJl.For added
shine, buff on a coat of pastewax. I

Source
Paint pads.Short-nap,
7"paintpadsandtouch-up
padsavailable
athardware
stores
andhomecenters.
3M Scotch-BritePads.Light-Duty
Cleansing
Pads
(white,6x9")
no.07445,
Amazon.com.
S20for20 pads,
WOOD magazlne May 2008

When usinga plunge router with stopblocks,
be sureyour clampsdo not impedethe router
or edgeguide.

Useyour plungerouteror routertable
for q uick-and accurate-results.
adoesand grooveshelp make
I\
I
! simple and strong ioinery, but
often, you don't want to seeany
V
evidence of them on the finished
proiect such as the dovetailed box
shown in PhotoA. For situations like
this, use stopped dadoesor groovesthat
stop before reaching the workpiece's
edgesor ends, as with the knockdown
bed's headboard and footboard on
pages52-56.

Thisdovetailbox's bottom is housedin
stopped grooves.Had they been cut through
the ends,they would have been visible.

You can do this in two ways.
A handheld plunge router works best,
especiallyon large workpiecestoo
cumbersome for a router table. Smaller
workpiecestypically rout best on a
router table, where you can take
advantage of the fence.

Plunqe routers are made
for tisks like this

The distancebetweenthe edge of the router
baseand the bit's cutter (2e/rc"
in this case)
tells you where to positionthe stopblock.

You can use a fixed-baserouter to create
stopped dadoes and grooves-you have
to tilt the router into the cut-but
doing that is a good recipe for goofing
up the groove. With a plunge router,
you simply position the bit over the
starting point, and then lower it into
the workpiece to make the cut. At the
end, you simply lift it from the cut.
To make a stopped dado or groove,
you need either an edgeguide [PhotoB]
or any straightedge(a board or clampon guide, for example) to run the router
against [PhotoDI. Rather than eyeballing the starting and stopping points,
use stopblocks to prevent the router
from going beyond those marks.
First step: Locate and lay out the
stopped groove or dado on your
workpiece. Next, chuck a straight bit

Clampthe stopblockto the straightedgeor
bench the distancefound in Photo C from the
end ofthe groove or dado.
WOOD magazlne
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into your router. (If you don't have
a bit that equals the sizeof the
channel, use an undersizebit, and
rout it in two passes.)After setting
your edge guide or straightedge,
measurefrom the subbaseedge to
the bit [PhotoCl. Use this measurement to position the stopblocks
lPhotoDl. Don't assumethe bit is
centered in the base.Take measurements at the leading and trailing
edges,and make sure you keep the
same point on the subbaseagainst
the straightedge throughout the
entire cut.
With stopblocks set, you're ready
to rout. Here are a few tips:
I Rout channels using /s"-deep
increments to limit tear-out and
prevent your router from straying.
I Clear the workpiece of dust and
chips before making subsequent
passes-especially the final pass
that establishesthe finished
depth-to avoid the router floating
on this debris and cutting an
uneven depth.
I Use a downcut spiral bit for cuts
and workpiecesprone to surface
tear-out such as dadoesin oak
plywood.
I Becausethe router-cut channels
will be rounded at each end, use a
chisel to squarethem, if necessary.

Usea spacerto elevatethe stopblocks,
allowing debristo passunderneath.
Removethe spacerbefore routing.

Wiggle the workpieceright and left
slightly-keeping it trapped againstthe
fence-as you lower it onto the spinning bit.

Move the workpiecefrom right to left on a
router table. Rout it the oppositeway,and
the router could yank it from your grip.

For A FreeCatatog0r To Find YourLocalWoodcrattStore,Visit www.vvoodcraft,com0r Call 800-542-9115.

A router table delivers
quick and easywork
Rout stopped channels on a router
table by relying on the fence as your
straightedge.After chucking the
desiredbit into the router and
setting its height, position the fence
to match the distance between the
channel and the workpiece edge.
Next, mark the starting and stopping points on the fence lPhoto E].
Clamp stopblocksto the fence at
those endpoints lPhoto F], making
sure to position the clamp handles
on the back side of the fence.
With the right end of the workpiece against the stopblock and
resting on the table-slowly and
firmly lower the left end onto the
spinning bit lPhotoGl. Push the
board along the fence until it hits
the other stopblock lPhoto H]. Turn
off the router before lifting your
workpiece to prevent accidental
gougesor cuts. ?
woodmagazlne.com

Setthe endpoint at the bit's left cutter edge,
and mark a stopping point on the fenceat
the other end. Repeatfor the oppositeend.
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Mixol
in 200m1
bottlesl
nowavailable
Mi* unOmatchwithMixolUniversalTints,
qualitytintsonthemarkettoday.
highest
arethemostconcentrated,
UniversalTints
. LWtintsarecolor-fast,
. Compatible
fade-resistant
withmostwater,solvent,
andweather-proof
coatings,
lacquer
andoilbasedstains,
varnishes,
waxes,
shellacs,
epoxies,
. Oxide
use
tintsareidealforexlerior
glue,paint,
etc...
woodfillers,
orwhereUVfademayoccur
. Easeoftintingor mixing
. Mixoltints
arenotflammable
or hazardous
. Sophisticated
palette
color
. Clean-up
is easy
. Binder-free
life
fora verylongshelf/shop
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Straightedge
Setupgauges
Whencuttingsheetgoodswitha portable
circular
sarystreamline
thetaskof offsetting
a straightedge
fromthecutline
withthese
simple
guides.
I f you routinely use your circular saw and a straightedge
I to break down sheetsof plywood, the dimension from
I the edgeof the saw baseto the blade is probably burned
into your memory. But if you mark the offset using your
measuring tape, you may occasionally make a mistake. It,s
time to change your ways. Make this pair of setup gaugesin
minutes, and keep them with your circular saw to savetime
and eliminate errors. Here'show.

clamp the blankand temporaryfenceto the workbench.Holdingthe
circularsaw baseagainstthe fence,cut a r/a"-deepkerf.

Mahing the gauges
Measurethe width of your circular saw base,add 1", and cut
a3/qxZVe"
hardwood blank to that length. Now cut a
3/txlV+x8"piece of scrapwood for a temporary fence, and
screw it to the blank, flush at the bottom, as shown on the
drawing below.(For the #8 screws,drill ysz"shank holes and
7h+"pilot holes.) Adjust your circular saw to cut /a" deep,
and
cut a saw kerf in the blank [photoA]. Discard the temporary
fence. Rip two setup gaugesfrom the blank. [photo B].

Usingthe gauges
Mark a short cutline at each edgeof the panel you wish to
cut. Align the same edgeof each setup gaugesaw kerf with
each marked cutline, and clamp the gaugesto the panel.
Position the straightedgeand clamp it to the panel
[PhotoC]. Then remove the gauges,and cut the panel. I

Removethe temporaryfencefrom the blankand rip the blank in half
to maketwo 1"-widesetupgauges.

Projectdesign:Dlck Babbltt, Frlday Harbor, Wash.

MAKING
THE
SETUP
GAUGES

t

-\
STEP3
Removethetemporary\ 2't/"'
fenceandripin half. ,.---r__
STEP 2
Cut a t/e"-deepkerf
with a portable
circularsaw.

11/q'

I
STEP 1
Tgmporar{yattach workpieceswith
#8 x 1Vz'F.H.wood screws.

32

With the setupgaugesclampedto the panel,positionthe
straightedgeagainstthe endsof the gauges,and clampit in place.
WOOD magazlne
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Talkin
g Shop

Quicbclean
rabbetson
thetablesaru
House
yourdadobladein anauxiliary
fence,andcut multiple-width
rabbets
withoutchanging
theblade.
of the trial-and-errormethod
lrired
of shimming your dado blade to
I
I
producea rabbet of the needed
width, and then repeatingthe whole
processagain for a different width
rabbet?Here'sa simple,no-shim
method for cutting rabbetsfrom Ve,'to
3/+"wide in one pass.

Thesethree s/ro"-deep
rabbetswere cut in three different widths with a 3/1,dado
blade.Housingthe bladein an auxiliaryfencemakesit easy.

Step I lns t allat / c " d a d ob l a d ei n y o u r
ta bles aw,
and pos i ti o nth e ri p fe n i e 1 4 "
from the blade.Lowerthe bladebeneath
the s awt able.
Step 2 Attacha 3/q"-thick
auxiliaryfence
to the rip fence.(We prefermediumdensityfiberboard,but any flat stockwill
d o. ) M ar ka lineon th e a u x i l i a ry
fe n c e
Vc" higherthan the depth of the rabbet
to be cut.
Step 3 W it h t he s a wru n n i n g ,s l o w l y
ra is et he dado bla d e ,c u tti n gto th e
ma r k edline.Lowe rth e b l a d es l i g h tl y ,
and turn off the saw.
IVote; Cutting into the auxiliory fence11c,,
deeperthon neededond then loweringthe
bladeto cut the robbetkeepsthe btade
from dragging on the fenceduring the cut.
Step 4 Adjustthe fencepositionand
bl a deheight ,m ak i n gte s tc u tsto a rri v e
a t t he des ir edr abb e tw i d th a n d d e p th .
Then rabbetyour workpiece.
Keepthe auxiliary fence handy for
future use.When you need to cut a
deeperrabbet,simply reposition the
tablesawfence,as in Step 1; attach the
auxiliary fence,as in Step2; and mark
the new rabbet depth. Then cut to the
new line, as in Step3. To avoid having a
largeopening in the auxiliary fence
when cutting a shallow rabbet,make
severalauxiliary fencesso each one
coversa different range of depths.lF
34
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ner of the notches [Drawing2a]. Then,
mark centerpoints for the two countersunk mounting holes at the front of the
widex 37"
I Overalldimensions:26s/a"
arms
[Drawing2].
deepx 47" high.
a V+"brad-point bit, drill a
needed:Tc"and8/4 (or lamiI Materials
lUsing
&hole
at
the marked centerpoint at
dowel.
nated)whiteoakand 7e"-diameter
patternsmakeshapingthe
each notch corner. Then, rout a 3/s"
I Full-size
curvedpartsa snap.
round-over acrossthe front edge of each
whiteoakand stainI Weather-resistant
arm on the fop face.
lesssteelscrewsmakethis rockertough
your bandsaw with a fence
lUsing
enoughfor outdboruse,but it looks
stopblock, form the notch in
Jand
greatinside,too!
each arm, positioning the stopblock
where needed for each cut. (You'll need
Skill Builder
I Learnhow to form roundtenonson
to flip one arm over to cut the notch.
partsusinga round-over
routerbit.
The fence and stopblock let you make
the blind cuts.) Remove the fence and
stopblock. Then, bandsaw and sand the
arms to the layout lines.
Start with the arms
(A)
listed
size
arms
to
the
/ Rout 16" round-overs along the top
I Cut the
rtand
bottom edges of the arms (A)
I [MaterialsList, page 41]. Noting that
the left and right arms (as indicated [Drawings1 and 2].
a centerPoint for a counterwhen facing the chair) aremirror images, (Mark
mounting hole along the
and
the
arm
Jsunk
lay out the shape of each
notch to receive the back leg (I) [Draw- outside edge of each arm near the back
ing 21.Mark a centerpoint for drilling a [Drawing2]. Now, drill this hole and the
%" hole to form a t/s" ridius at the cor- two holes at the marked centerpoints

@ nnrvrovERHANGDETATL
(Left arm shown)

at the front of each arm. (For the #8
screws in this project, drill %2" shank
holes andT/u"pilot holes.)Sandthe arms
to 22O grit.

Next: rockers 'n' stretchers
Cut the rockers (B) to the sizelisted.
I Photocopy the rocker full-size front
end, center, and back end patterns from
the WOOD Patternsa insert. Also, make
eight copies of the combined back rail
(E) and seat rail (F) end pattern, eight
copies of the back slat (G) end pattern,
and one copy of the seat slat (J) halfpatterns. Put the back/seat rail, back
slat, and seatslat patterns aside.
create identically shaped rockers
arc
3(B), adhere the two blanks together
using double-faced tape. Then, sprayadhere the rocker patterns to one face
of the taped blanks, aligning the end
patterns with the top edge and the
center pattern with the bottom edge
[Drawing2].
! Using a trammel, draw 49V2"-and
JS2"-radius curves to connect the
!

vrEw
I exeloDED
3/ax 3/t"ellipticaltenon
1" long (See Ngte.)

tenon 1" long
7+"-diam.
(See Note.)

/e" round-overs

Left back leg
,{II

#8 x 2" S.S.
F.H.woodscrew

ii

Locationof part@
s/e"round-over

#8 x 2" S.S.
F.H. wood screws

#8 x 17e"S.S.
F.H.wood screws
t/e"round-overs

at

g/q"-diam.

tenons1" long
(See Note.)

Note:Tenonson endsof partsO@,@,@, ano@
bitsand
areformedusinga routerwithround-over
Seetheinstructions.
hand-sanding.
woodmagazlne.com

g/+"-diam.
tenons
1" long
(See Note.)

ff,".1"
1tle" deep

(Trimmed'urn
"n"ffitv|fl"
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fit of the 3/+"tenons that you'll form on
the stretchersand cutoff to fit into the
holes in the front and back legs (H, I)
[Drawing1], make sure the parts are
exactly7+"square.
form the 7a"-diametertenons 1"
lfo
lflong
on the stretchers and cutoff,
chuck a 7e"round-over bit in your tablemounted router. Position a stopblock on
the outfeedside of the bit, 1" from its
Usinga 3/a"
round-over
bit, routallfourfaces DrillTa"holes34"deep at the marked
center. Then, rout both ends of the
(C,D)at bothendsto form
of the stretchers
centerpoints
on the backrails(E)to formthe
stretchersand one end of the cutoff on
32"-diameter
3/ax3/q"
tenons1"long.
mortisesfor the backslats(G).
all four faces[PhotoA]. This will leavea
slightly nonuniform profile around the
pattern lines. NoW bandsaw and sand cloth dampened with paint thinner to shoulders of the tenons. To create an
the rockersto shape.Separatethe rock- soften the adhesive.Sandthe rockers.
identical profile for the best appearance,
ers.Removethe tape.
the side stretchers (C) and reposition the stopblock on the infeed
(Cut
ftontlback stretchers(D) to the sizes side of the bit, 1" from the center.Now,
/ Rout 7e"round-overs along the edges {
Tof
the rockerson both faces[Draw- listed. Savea 4"-long cutoff for use as an repeatthe routing process,feeding from
ing 1]. Remove the patterns, using a alignment pin later. To ensurea precise the outfeedside.For help with this technique, seepage 42. Do not change the
router setup.

I ennrsvrEW

Removematerialbetweenholes
with a chiselto completemortise.

Time for the rails

Cut the back rails (E) and seat rails
f (F)to the sizelisted.Again, to ensure
a precisefit of the dual tenons that you'll
3/a"holes s/q"deep
form on both ends of these parts to fit
into the leg holes [Drawing1], make sure
Fogp a 3/ax3/t"mortise s/+"deep in
that you rip and plane all four parts
part@)onlybeforeroundingover edge.
identicallyto 3" wide and3/q"thick.
7e"round-overon pan@only
centerpoints on one edge of
JMark
3each
back rail (E) for drilling 7s"
holes 3A"deep [Drawing 2] to form the
3"
mortises for receiving the elliptical tenons on the ends of the back slats (G)
[Drawing1]. To savetime, put the rails
together face-to-face and mark both
edges simultaneously. Using a 3/e"bradpoint bit and a fence
1 13/q'
HOLEAND NOTCHDETAIL and stopblock on your
73/q'
drill press for identical
spacing, drill the holes
1t/a"
[PhotoB]. Now, use a 7e"
chisel to remove the
remai ni ng ma t er ial between the holes.
Countersunkshank hole
the phoI spray-adhere
123/q'
rJ tocopied end patterns
to the back rails (E) and
Note: Rightarm is a mirrorimage.
seat rails (F). To cut the
opening at each end of
the rails, leaving precise 3/qx3/+"
stubs that you'll round over to
center pattern
form the tenons, position your
(
bandsaw fence exactly 3/+"from
\
\
the insideof the blade, and set a
stopblock
for a 1"-longcut.
''t33/a'
Next,
place
a rail tight against
il
the fence and make the 1" cut.
il
Flip the rail over (pattern side
Rockerback end pattern
down) and cut again.Repeatthe
!

BACKRAILMORTISEDETAIL
(Topview)

I
_t

BACKAND SEAT RAILS

7e"round-over

Countersunk
shank hole

7-41/4''

4',

L

ARM
(Top view, left arm shown)

t

i

ll
i l
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Aftermakingthe 1"-longstraightcuts
intothe rails(E,F),removethefenceand
the curvedopeningsto shape.
bandsaw

Routingthe 3/a"round-oversalong the
openings in the rails(E,F) leavesthin ridges
of extra material.Sandawaythe ridges.

processat the other end of the rail and
at both ends of the remaining rails. NoW
bandsaw and drum-sand to the pattern
line to complete the openings [PhotoC].
(We used a L"-diameter sanding drum.)
Be careful not to over-sand and reduce
the7rx3/e"stubs.
your router-table setup, rout
lVsing
-Ys'
round-overs along the top and
bottom edges of the back rails (E) and
the bottom edges of the seat rails (F)
[Drawings 1 and 2]. Now, remove the
fence and rout along the opening at
each end of the rails on both faces to
complete rounding of the 7e"-diameter
tenons. Note that when you flip the rails
to rout the opposite sides of the openings, the bit bearing rides slightly high
due to the initial round-over, which
leaves a thin ridge of excess material
[Photo D]. Remove the ridges by
hand-sanding with 150-grit sandpaper.
Removethe patterns. Sand the rails.

On to the back slats

holeboredthroughthe
Withthe first3/q"
21/l'from
driflingjig, positionthejig precisely
andboreanotherhole.
the stopblock,

that the right front and back
fNoting
(H, I) are mirror images of the
(G)
-legs
the
size
to
slats
the
back
Cut
I
I listed. Spray-adherethe end patterns left legs, mark centerpoints on the
to the slats. Bandsaw and sand to the appropriate edges and faces of the
legs for the centered 3/e"holes 3/+"deep
pattern lines.
router
your
table-mounted
[Drawing3].
lnefit
accurately bore the holes spaced
Swith
a /8" round-over bit. Then, with
2fo
the fence removed, round over the edges JZI+' apart that will receive the tenof the slats[Drawing1], forming an ellip- ons on the back and seatrails (E, F), cut
tical tenon at each end. Check the fit of a 2x6" piece of Vq"hardboard for a drillthe tenons into the mortises in the back ing jig. Mark a centerpoint LYz"from an
rails (E). Sand the tenons as needed for end of the jig, centered on the 2" width.
easy insertion but not loose ioints. Using a %" Forstnerbit in your drill press
and a fence and stopblock, bore a hole at
Removethe patterns. Sand the slats.
the centerpoint. Now, bore another hole
centered 2%" from this hole [Photo E].
Prepare the tegs
Check that the tenons on a rail fit into
cut
laminated
%"
stock,
or
from
814
I
I the front legs(H) and back legs(I) to the jig holes. If needed, make another
the sizes listed. Then, lay out the cen- jig, adiusting the hole spacing to mate
tered Ta"dado I3A" deep at the bottom of with the tenons. Removethe stopblock.
each leg [Drawing3] to receivethe rock- Do not move the fence.
ers (B). Cut the dadoes,as explained in
lVtace the left front leg (H) on your
t.ldritt-press
table with the inside face
the ShopTip, below.

How to safely cut a dado into the end of a long Part
Usingyour tablesawto cut a dado into
the end of lengthy workpieces,such as
the front and backlegs(H, l), can be
awkward and dangerous.Here's
an easyand safeway to do it
usingyour bandsaw.
To form the centered3/+"
'13A"
deep in the bottom
dadoes
endsof the legs,for example,
positionyour fence7s"from the
insideof the blade,and set a
stopblockfor the 1%"-longcut.
With a faceof a leg tight against
the fence,makea cut to form
one faceof the dado, rotatethe
leg 180",and cut again,as
shown at right. Repeatfor each
leg. Then, to removethe waste,
move the fence approximately
7e"farther awayfrom the blade.
Make a cut, rotatethe leg, and

cut again.Repeatfor eachleg. Continue
the shift-and-cutprocessto kerf the
remainingwaste.Now, usinga sharp7a"

chisel,chip out the waste,as shown
below,alternatelyworking from the
edgesto the center.

Withthedrillingjig pinnedin positiononthe
legs(H,l),usetheopenjig holeasa guideto
borethe%" holes%" deepintothe legs.

Glueandclampthe rightfrontandbacklegs
(H,l) andsidestretcher(C)together,using
the spacerto correctlypositionthe legs.

Mountthe appropriate
arm(A)to a side
assembly,
makingsurethe bottomfaceof the
armisalignedwith the markon the backleg.

up and tightly against the fence. Bore a
s/e"-deep
hole at the marked centerpoint
lI7/e"from the bottom of the leg.
Next, position the drilling jig on the
Ieg with one hole aligned with the hole
in the leg and the adiacent marked centerpoint on the leg visible in the other
iig hole. Insert the round end of the
alignment pin that you made earlier
into the aligned hole [Photo F]. Reposition the leg to align the bit with the
open jig hole. Now bore the hole into
the leg. Repeat the processto bore the
pairs of holes in the right front leg and
both back legs (I) at the marked locations, making sure that you always bore
thebottom hole of each pair of holes first
to ensure correct rail alignment.
( nemove the drilling iig. Then, bore
.rthe
hole into each leg face at the
marked centerpoints to receive the tenons on the front/back stretchers (D).
Reposition the fence to center the bit on
the LYz"thickness of the legs.Now, bore
the hole at the marked centerpoint on
the edgeof each leg to accept the tenons
on the side stretchers (C). Use a stopblock to ensure alignment of the holes.
ZMark the 7s" radii at the bottom of
lfeach
front and back leg (H, I) and
the 1" radius at the top of each back leg
[Drawing3]. Bandsawand sand the radii
to shape.
a Yeuround-over along the
/Rout
f edgesof the legs [Drawing3]. Sand
the legssmooth.

identical holes in the slats without the
pattern.) Countersink the holes.
and sand the seat slat (J)
fBandsaw
Swith
the pattern to shape.Using this
part as a template, mark the shape on
the remaining slats.Then, bandsaw and
sand them.
r/8" round-over along all of
I Rout a
,the
edgesof the slats.Sand the slats.

/r"-thick spacers.This positions the front
of the arm so that it overhangsthe inside
face of the front leg (H) Ve"lDrawing lal.
Next, apply glue to the top of the front
leg and to the notch in the appropriate
R=1"

3/q"hole
Vt" deep,
centered

Assemble the sides

from scrap 3/n"plywood or MDF, cut
I a 9x15Yz"piece for a spacer.Apply
glue into and spreadit around the holes
in the right front and back legs (H, I) for
the side stretcher (C). Then, assemble
the parts with the spacer [Photo G].
Repeatto assemblethe left side.
mount the arms (A), make an
)fo
-alignment
mark on the outsidefac€
of each back leg (I) atthe back edge2LY+"
from the bottom [Drawing 3]. Position
and clamp a side assembly (with the
9xllVz" spacer again clamped in place)
to your workbench, outside face up, on
I

1/a"

round-overs

11/2''

Locationof
arm

Inside
face

Er-rcs

21A"

"9,-2114',
21h'

1 1/2"

Insideface
/8" round-overs
11Y4'
/a" holes a/q"deep,

centered

Shape the seat slats
Cut the seatslats(J) to the sizelisted.
1'17/e"
I S pr ay - adher e th e s e a t s l a t h a l fpatterns to a face of a slat blank, foining
them where shown. Then, using a 5/zz"
brad-point bit in your drill press and
your fence with a stopblock, drill a centered shank hole at each end of the slats,
where shown on the pattern. (Using
LEFT FRONTLEG
your fence and a stopblock lets you drill

4Y2"

I

40

7e"hole
R=3/a"

7e" hole

LEFT BACK LEG

g/+"
dadoes13/4"
deeo.centered
Note:Rightfrontleg@and rightbackf"gO
aremirrorimages.
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Withthe centerseatslat(J)in position,use
to positionthe remaining
spacers
7e"-thick
slatsfor mountingto the seatrails(F).

Drillthe 3/s"holes17a"deepintothe frontand
backlegs(H,l) androcker(B).Wrapthe bit
with maskingtapefor a visualdepthstop.

! Reclamp a side assembly with the
J outside face up to your workbench
on the /1" spacers.Mark centerpoints on
the legs for the 7s" holes 1/s" deep to
receive the dowels (K) for pinning the
rocker (B) in place, where dimensioned
[Drawings1 and 3]. Next, insert a rocker
in the correct orientation into the leg
dadoes, with the front leg centered on
Complete the assembly
(J)
the
the flat top edge of the rocker. Drill the
to
slats
the
seat
fo
assemble
1
I seat rails (F), mark the center of the holes [Photo J]. Repeat for the other
rails on the top edges. Then, dry- rocker and side assembly.
a 7e"-diameterbirch dowel, cut
assemblethe side assemblies(A/C/H/I),
lfrom
t.lfour
IVz"-longpieces for the dowels
front/back stretchers (D), and seat rails
(K). (If you want to usewhite-oak dowels
(F). If the tenonjoints are tight, do not fully
engagethem at this time as you may not be to match the other parts, you can make
them as explained on page 42.) Apply
able to separatethem later.
glue into and spread it around the
the
seat
on
slat
a
seat
0
lPosition
jrails
(F), offset 3/re"from the marked aligned holes in the front and back legs
(H, I) and rockers (B). Drive the dowels
centerlines, with the front end tightly
the bottom of the holes. Let the
(It
into
does not matter
against the front rail.
glue
dry
overnight. Then, trim the dowUsing
you
the
slat.)
shift
direction
which
the mounting holes in the slat as guides, els using a flush-trim saw and sand
drill pilot holes into the rails. Drive the smooth. To prevent marring the legs
screws. Remove the alignment lines. with the saq place an index card with a
Now, using a pair of 7e"-thick spacers, hole in it over the dowels.
mount the remaining slats [Photo l].
Efo complete the rocker, clamp a side
Separatethe side assembliesfrom the rJassemblv to vour workbench with
the inside face up and the arm (A) overfront/back stretchers (D) and seat rail/
the top. Dry-assemblethe back
hanging
(F/).
slat assembly

arm. Placethe arm into position, aligning the bottom face of the arm with the
mark on the back leg. Using the Predrilled mounting holes in the arm as
guides, drill pilot holes into the legs.
Now drive the screws [Photo H]. Repeat
to mount the other arm.

Cutting Diagram

Wlttt ttt" front/back stretchers(D),seat rails
(F),and back rails(E)assembledto a side
assembly,align and installthe opposite side.

rails (E) and back slats (G). Then, apply
and spreadglue into the %" holes in the
front and back legs (H, I). Working
quickly, insert the tenons on the front/
back stretchers (D), seat rails (F), and
back rails (E) into the holes. Now, apply
glue into the holes in the other side
assembly, and install it [Photo K]. Tap
the ioints together using a rubber mallet. NoW clamp the side assemblies to
fully seatall of the tenons into the holes.

Finish up
finistr-sand to 22O grit any areas
I that need it, and remove the dust.
two coats of a clear finish. For
lApply
&indoor
use, apply a water-based
polyurethane. For outdoor use, apply
two coats of a spar varnish or marine
finish, such as Sikkens.Now take a seat,
and set'er in motion! i
I

Written by Owen Duvall with Chuck ]ledlund
Projectdesign:leff Mertz
lllustrations:Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

A

B rockers
C

side stretchers

vn

front/back
stretchers

E backrails

3/+x7/cx 96" Whiteoak (5.3 bd. ft.)
*Planeor resaw to the thicknesslisted in the MaterialsList.

lEffi

11/zx7lqx 96" Whiteoak (10.7bd. ft.)
woodmagazlne.com

4"

201/2"

o

2

3/l' 51/2" 37'
3/l' 3/q" '17"
3/i'

3/1, 20s/a"

o

3/l'

3'

20s/e"

o

3/i'

G backslats

3u
3/a" 3u

24W

O

H frontlegs

11/2" 2"

233/a"

o

I

backlegs

l1/2" 2"

47"

J

seat slats

Il/zn 11/zn lgehd'

o

lo

3/e,'diam. 11/s"

BD

4

seatrails

K* dowels

3/+x71/+
x 96" White oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

3/i'

2Os/e" O

F

s/nx 31/2x 48" White oak (1.3 bd. ft.)

arms

*Partinitially
Seetheinstructions.
cutoversize.

3/ax12" Birchdowel

Materials key: O-whiteoak,BD-birchdowel.
#8x15/a"
Supplies: Double-faced
tape,sprayadhesive,
wood screws.
steelflathead
and#8x2"stainless
Bitsi V4',t1;',and5/n" brad-pointbits;7s" ands/g"roundover routerbits;32"Forstnerbit.
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Whenyou needto makea
squarepartfit a roundhole,
summonyour routerto the rescue.

nceyou know how to rout I

round tenons, any drill
I
press with a Forstner bit
!7
,
becomes a mortising machine. A
Plus, you'll always have dowels il
of any length or wood species
W
you want-even a zebrawood Et
dowel like the one at right.
F;f
To make either dowels or Fd{
round tenons, start with
fl ffi

dry, straight-grained
stock. ll il
Wildgrainorincompletely ll"fl
dried stockcan twist out ll:ffi
of shape after cutting llff
relievesstressesin the llW
wood, as shown below. l#f

Set up your router

ri '

llf*
,ti.!
i1i

table

on a table-mounted router, install a
round-over bit with a radius equal to
half the dowel or tenon blank width. For
example, use a r/2"-radittsbit to rout a 1"
dowel or tenon from'1"-square stock.
Then move the router-table fence flush
with the bit bearing, and check it with a
straightedge[photoA].
Next, raise the bit so it makes a full

round-overcut plusa slightshoulderon
your test scrap.Lowerthe bit and make
short test cutsuntil the shoulderdisappearslphotoBl. Now you,resetup to cut
dowelsor tenons.

rdowetsof

Rip stock that's {lS zebr_arvood?
Getting
argund tO dOwels
Whynot! Marklinell" from eachendof the dowel
about 3" longer than

the dowel or tenon you need. Joint and
plane blanks square for consistently
rounded edgesfrom your router.

Thehighmoisturecontentandirregular
grainof 2x4pinemakesit poordowelstock.
Theseexampleswarpedafterrouting.
42

blank on all four faces.With the marks
on the left end aligned with but not
touching the bit, start the router and
push the blank firmly against the fence
and into the bit [PhotoCI. Immediately
feed the blank past the bit using push
pads or a pushstick. Stopwhen you reach
the mark on the right end of the workpiece, and slide it away from the bit.
Rotate the workpiece 90' and make a
second pass; then repeat for the final
two passes.
Dowels longer than half the width of
your router table require a different
WOOD magazlne May 2008

approach.To prevent the square ends
from dropping off the edge of the
router table, double-facetape the dowel

stock to a carrierboard of equal length
and thickness [PhotoD]. Then use the
carrier board to keep the dowel from

0

{3,

i'
l?:i;,

Carrier
board

'"a',.
'r.' .

E

Slide this edge
against the fence
to start each pass.

turning as it's routed. After each pass,
rotate the workpiece and retape it to
the carrier for the next pass.

t'

tape here

Attach Stops to Rout Round Tenons
Startby clampinga stopblockonto the
routertablefenceat a distancefrom the
bit centerequalto the round tenon
length.Usinga push pad, rout the first
round-overup to the stop. Rotatethe
workpiece90' lPhotoEIandmakethree
passes
to completethe tenon. Repeatfor
the remainingworkpiecesand a couple
of test scraps.You can test the diameter
of a tenon by fitting it into a round
mortisedrilledinto a pieceof scrap
lPhotoFI, but you'renot quitefinished.
Lookcloselyat the curvingtenon
shouldersleft by the bit, and you'll
noticethat one sidecurvesoutwardand
the other inward[PhotoGl.Tomakethe
you'll needto climbcurvessymmetrical,
cut them. ln climb-cutting,you feed the
stockin the directionwherethe bit pulls
the materialinto itselfinsteadof pushing
againstit.
Reposition
the stopblockon the right
the samedistanceawayfrom the bit.
Then usea push pad to slowlyclimb-cut
all four shouldersof your test piece
lPhotoHl. When they'resymmetrical,
climb cut both endsof eachworkpiece.
Note: lf you climb-cutinto the squore
portion of the stock,qnd hold the workpiece
by hand or foil to usea stopblock,the router
can instontlygrab ond pull the workpieceond your fingers-into the bit. Alwoysuseo
stopblockond pushpods.
Then carefullysmooththe shoulders
with a dowelwrappedin sandpaperto
preservethe symmetricalprofiles.rP
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re$lng ilaws regutre

,$.;that we retestthe" ,,
i=''general-purpose
,,e" tablesawblades

I n our test of 10" blades on pages42I 45 of the DecemberlJanuaryissue,as
I with all of our product reviews, we
did our best to createa level playing field
for the blades.In that spirit we designed
and built a rip-cut sled that pulled all
test stock through each blade with 72Vz
pounds of force. We've since discovered
that device and procedure to be flawed.
For many materials the sled pulled the
board through the blade too fast- much
faster than you would feed the material
under normal workshop conditions.
That led to unrealistically poor cuts.
Also, the sled did not accurately duplicate the force you would normally apply
downward and toward the fence during
44

an actual cut, introducing unnecessary
scoring to the workpiece. Bottom line:
The cuts we got from the sled are not an
accurate reflection of what you would
expect to get in your shop.
To remedy this situation we took the
unprecedented step of retesting all of
the blades.We're iust not satisfiedknowing that you might buy the wrong blade
basedon the previous article-and our
tool tests are all about you getting the
most bang for your woodworking buck.
During this test, we hand-fed the stock,
using the feedback from the saw and
workpiece to tell us how fast to feed the
material, just as you would do in your
home shop. As a result, the new perfor-

mance gradesbetter reflect the cut quality you can expect from each blade.
Finally, be assured that we stand
behind all previous tool tests and feel
100 percent confident that you can use
them to make informed tool purchases.
We place utmost importance on providing you with accurateand unbiased tool
tests. And it's for that very reason that
we redid this test. At WOODomagazine
we realize that most of you keep your
magazinesas a referencesourcefor years
to come, so it is our policy to immediately correct any mistakes,be it a dimensional error in a project or a testing flaw,
enabling you to correct your back issue.
It doesn't happen very often, but when
WOOD magazlne
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lessott: Thick carbide saw
it does we put your successabove our lPrevlous
you
give
more resharpenings.
teeth
deserve
loyal
customers,
egos. You, our
New ftndlng: Some of the bladeshave
nothing less.
teeth with complicated grinds, so have
your blades sharpened.bya servicewith
Some of what we learned
up-to-date computer-controlled grindbefore still applies
On the following pagesyou'll find a new ing equipment that will duplicate the
comparison chart for the 28 tested manufacturer's original grind. To be on
blades.We added cuts in 414 and 8/4 red the safe side, check the manufacturer's
oak because so many of you use that Web site for recommended sharpening
popular species.Gone are gradesfor ease services. For example, you can return
of feed (more on that later) and grades Forrest and Ridge Carbide blades to the
for scoring on the edgesof plywood and manufacturer for resharpening. By the
melamine-coated particleboard. On the time you read this, Freud's site should
last page of this article you'll find clear have a list of recommended sharpening
criteria for what constitutes an A, B, C, services.
or D grade for each cut, along with pho- I New finding: Ease of feed dePends
tos showing what the various grades primarily on whether a blade has thinkerf teeth (.11,8'or narrower ) or full-kerf
representin three of the test cuts.
We didn't repeat all of the specifica- teeth (."1.25'thickor thicker), so we sepations (such as tooth count and hook rated the chart into thin- and full-kerf
angles) from the original chart. Those categories,then listed them by price. A
3-hp tablesaw on a 220-volt circuit has
things have not changed.
enough muscle to power a full-kerf blade
numpays
a
to
heed
it
still
said,
That
ber of lessonslearned from the first test, through nearly any cut. But if you're
using a lL0-volt saw you'll find that a
with a few new findings added:
I Prevlous lesson: Even the best blade thin-kerf blade plows more easilY This shop-madezero-clearanceinsertfully
will not perform well in a saw that's not through tough cuts. Of course, either supportsdelicateveneerfibers as the blade's
teeth exit the cut.
properly adlusted. So take the time to type will struggle if dull.
remove any runout from Your saw's
arbor. Align the fence, miter slots, and Recommendatlons
blade precisely parallel with each other. For the purpose of choosing the ToP
New findtng: Err on toeing out the Tool and Top Value winners, we had to
back end of the fence .00L"or .002" away look at how the blades performed in all
from the blade-that will reduce the of the testedmaterials.But asyou look at
the grades in the chart, keeP in mind
likelihood of the workpiece binding
the type of sawyou use and what type of
between the blade and fence.
I Prevlous lessott: Many of the tested work you do. For example, if You work
saw blades yield clean cuts on the top entirely ltt Tr" hardwoods, focus your
face of melamine-coated particleboard. attention on the grades for cuts in 414
New ftndlngs,' Only the Freud P410 maple and oak. Buy the best-pricedblade
produced chip-free cuts on the top and that does well in the materials you'll cut
bottom facesof melamine (using a stan- with it. In other words, don't pay extra
dard tablesaw throat plate and a slow for a blade becauseit excelsin a material
you'lInever cut.
feed rate). To improve the bottom-cut
Belowyou'll find recommendations in
performance of the other blades we
retried them using a zero-clearance five categories broken down by full- or
insert. (Seephoto nghttop.)About half of thin-kerf and price range.
the blades, such as the Forrest
WW10407125, improved noticeably, as Full-kerfblades
shown right middle. We got even better priced 597or more:
resultsinbirch plywood crosscuts.There, You'll be happy with the cuts You get
a zero-clearanceinsert eliminated bot- with any of these premium blades. The
tom tear-out with nearly every blade, Freud P410and Infinity 010-044 scored
potentially raising their crosscut tear-out slightly better than the others, earning
Top Tool honors. Both of those blades
performance in plywood by two full
grades.(Seephoto rightbotton.) Remem- owe some of their successto their highty
ber that the grades in the chart were beveled, 30" teeth that cut crisp edges
determined using a standard tablesaw but will dull faster than the 20'beveled
throat plate, not a zero-clearanceinsert. teeth on the Forrest WW10407L25 and
To learn how to make an insert go to
continuedon page47
woodmagazine.com/zeroclearance.
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(.125"or thicker)
FULL-KERF
BLADES
800-733-7111
800-334-4107
877-872-2487
800-443-0992
877-898-6657
888-268-2487

800-343-1616
800-445-0077
866-537-0700
800-445-0077
877-267-2499

(.118"
THIN-KERF
BLADES
orthinner)
800-733-7111
800-443-0992
-7297
800-951
800-445-0077
800-343-1
616
800-433-9258
800-223-7278
888-268-2487

800-383-481
4
800-462-5482
800-433-9258
800-334-4107
800-626-2834
800-334-41
07
800-829-47s2
800-433-9258
800-464-7946

Full-KerfBlades

-"'Uffi;;i
t&drsbfrsrrrts

L

;:'*&a.r:$*"r-/'..{e,.r
Y
",4*P'

I
:'t

it.i

""hir*.-6rt
Fonest
WWl0
407125
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Freud
P410

Infinity010-044

Amana
610400

systimatic
51821
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NOTES:

Gradesamples:

INFORMATION
CONTACT

t. !Excellent
lBl Good
!tair
llll Poor

(Blue chalk used to show scoring)

8/4 hard maplerip cuts

I

CRITERIA
2. BTADE
EVALUATION
SCORING
RedOok
Mople,
A = Absenceofblademarks;joint-ready
withlightsanding
marks
canberemoved
B = Blade
( = Blade
sanding
withheavy
canberemoved
marks
withjointerorhandplane
canberemoved
marks
D = Blade

E
Al{/

,a.a

m

-\*

forrestblades.com

3. TEAR-OUTEVALUATIONCRITERIA
Red1ak,BirchPlywood
Mople,
b0ttomfaces
A = Notear-outontopand
face
onbottom
slighttear-out
ontopface,
B = Notear-out
face
0nbottom
tear-out
significant
C = Littleto notear0ut0ntopface,
face
0nbottom
tear-out
significant
tear-out
0ntopface,
D = Consistent

E

f reudtools.com

4. cxrp-out
cRITERIA
rvtLUATtoN

infinitytools.com

r

ridgecarbidetool.com
razorwoodworks.com
cmlusa.c0m
s i m o n di sn t er n a t i o n aclo. m
amanatool.com

Melomine
bottomfaces
A = Nochippingontopand
face
slightchipping
onbottom
0ntopface,
B = Nochipping
( = Littleto nochipping
face
onbottom
chipping
significant
ontopface,
face
onbottom
significant
chipping
ontopface,
chipping
D = (onsistent

4l4red oak crosscuts

itptooling.com
amanatool.com

#;tir

boschtools.com

,-lj

.,.:s\:

'

.: llr r
i
:i.iijfi,':;' -,.-i'1
;'..1'":)1

!n'

"r*:li

':ii:.,

"'.

"rr.i*:..

f or r e s t b l a d e s . c o m
r i d g e c a r b i d e t o oml . c o

tenryu.c0m

birch-veneerplywood crosscuts

amanatool.com

(Top edges are test edges, bottom face shown)

simondsinternational.com

I

oldham-usa.com
co
d e l t a orot e r c a b l e .m

cmtusa.com

l-B-l
\-

craftsman.com
makitatools.com
dewalt.com

verm0ntamencan.c0m

f reudtools.com

E

i ^,u.r,!-1,
f{{,,.d,,..lr.-1,,.,
.I ..,1,{.'l}
-.i,.-.
.I t l i, .J'1.i-;{..1,.',

dewalt.com
irwin.com

tffi;ifiirl
Gmr.l

PUFGo

'
lO:in

',-.j

Thin-kerfbladespriced535or less:
Eada
tc;':g

,i28JS

-

ll:: '.::!.:;.:'.:!:?
-

*zet

,,,,',
Tenryu
GM-25540
woodmagazine.com

It
Top Tool honor goesto the Tenryu GM-25540.11
costs less and performs slightly better than thtIE
other two bladesin this group. But, if kerf thin
est
ness is paramount, note that the Forresr
lre
WW10407100and RidgeCarbideTS21040TKart
slightly thinner than the Tenryu.
Thin-kerf
blades pnceo
oriced )rru-)o):
540-565:
Thtn-Kert Dlades
The Craftsman 32808 had higher gradesoverall
than the other bladesin this categoryand price
range. Here, too, a zero-clearanceinsert will
noticeably improve your results on the bottom
sideof sheetgoods.

T h i n -Ke rf B l a d e s

-

Full-kerfbladespriced562or less:
The Amana 610400and Systimatic51821scored
best, earning Top Value recognition. Both
bladesproduced some chip- or tear-out on the
bottom faceof sheetgoods,and will do better il
you use a zero-clearanceinsert and feed the
material slowly.

Thin-kerfblades
priced590 or more:

freudtools.com

hitachioowertools.com

15'beveledteeth on the RidgeCarbideTS21040.
Sowe're also recommendingthe Forrestblade fot
work in solid stock, though if used without a
zero-clearanceinsert it will produce more tear'
out or chip-out in plywood or melamine than
the Freudor Infinity blades.

32808
Craftsman

Freud
D1040X

The FreudD1040X was the best value in the test,
scoring within an eyelash of the Craftsman
32808. If you're on a budget, here'sa blade that
earns an A or B grade in every cut except sheet
goods where you'll need a zero-clearanceinsert
ior improved 6ottom-sideresults.Q
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I Overalldimensions:203/+"
wide x
12" deepx 21s/a"
hi gh.
I Super-simple
drawerswith built-in
slidesgo togetherin a snap.
I The organizershown hasthree
small,two medium,and three
largedrawers.But the modular
drawerdesignletsyou build in the
mix of sizesthat worksbestfor you.
(lt'll hold up tol6 smalldrawers.)

F

Skill Builders
I Learnhow a cuttingguidecalleda
storystickhelpsyou avoidmistakes.
I Discover
how an ancientmethodcan
solvemodernclamping
challenges.

llCtue and clamp the case with the
Tparts flush at the front, checking for
square.After the glue dries, remove the
clamps, and sand the joints smooth.
the glides (D) to size, and glue
(Cut
dand clamp them in place[Drawing1].
The glide ends align with the rabbet
shoulders along the front and rear edges
of the sides (B) and divider (C). For a
simple way to apply clamping pressureto
the glides,seethe ShopTip on page 50.
1lCut the back (E) to size, and glue
lfand
clamp it in place.

Make the drawers
Cut the bottoms (F) to size. Check
I the fit into the casedadoesto make
sure thev slide easilv.
drawer ironts (G, J, M), sides
lCutifre
3(H, K, N), and backs(I, L, O) to size,
and finish-sand them. Cut dadoes into
the fronts to acceptthe sides,and a rabbet to accept the bottom (F). Then cut
rabbetsinto the sidesto acceptthe backs
[Drawing2]. Glue and clamp the drawer
boxes [Photo A]. After the glue dries,
sand the joints smooth.
Q Ctue and clamp the bottoms (F) to
Keephardware,
supplies,
andsmallhandtoolsat the readyin this
rJ the drawer boxes (G lHll, J lKlL, and
easy-to-build
drawercabinet.
M/N/O). Make sure the bottoms are
fully seatedinto the front (G, J, M) rabI f you've ever said to yourself, "I know (C) lDrawings1 and ta]. Then cnt Yz', bets and centeredside-to-side.
I I have the perfect tool [or hardware] rabbets along the ends of the top and
I for the iob; now, if I could iust lay my bottom and the front edgesof the sides Apply finish and assemble
hands on it," stop mumbling and build
and divider (C). Finally cut 7s" rabbets
1 Appty a clear finish. (We applied
one or more of these handy cabinets.
along the bottom ends of the sidesand
I two coats of Minwax Satin Polydivider. For a quick and safe way to set crylic, lightly sanding between coats
Build the case
up your tablesawwhen cutting rabbets, w ith 220 -grit sandpaper.)
I Cut the top and bottom (A), sides seepage34.
the finish dries, drill pilot
lafter
f (g), and divider (C) to size[Materiats
Witfr
aY+"
dado
blade
your
in
tableSholes
and screw the card-holder
f
List, page 501. (We used 3/+"mediumrJsaw cut centered dadoes into the pulls in place [Drawing2]. (For the #6
density fiberboard [MDF].)
top and bottom (A), and drawer-slide screws, drill3/sz"pilot holes.) Apply paste
a
dado
blade
your
in
tablesaw.
dadoes in the sides (B) and divider (C) wax to the edgesof the drawer bottoms
llnstall
tCut
Y+"rabbetsalong the rear edges [Drawings1 and la]. To guaranteeaccu- (F), the side (B) and divider (C) grooves,
of the top and bottom (A) and sides (B) rate placement of the drawer-slide and the glides (D). Slidethe drawersinto
and the top ends of the sidesand divider dadoes,seethe ShopTipon the nextpage.
continuedon page50
I
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A storv stick ensuret
no-fau-lt dado layout

With the parts upsidedown on a flat surface,
glue and clamp the drawer boxesflush at the
top, and checkthem for square.

F-12"
!-t

14"

forpart@
partG
is/4,,tot

2Y4"

I

V4u

21h"

When cutting drawer-slidedadoes
into the sides(B) and divider (C), to
avoid a mistake,such as cutting on
the wrong side of a layout line, make
a simple setup guide calleda storY
stick. Here'show:
Cut a strip of scrapwoodthe length
of the parts. (We cut a 3x20s/a"piece
of 3/c"MDF.) For clarity,.applymasking
tape to one edge of the strip, and
then lay out both edgesof each dado
on the tape. Also, mark the 7+"toP
rabbet and s/s"bottom rabbet.
Instaff a Vc"dado blade in your
tabfesawand adjustit to cutVq"deep.
Guiding the strip with the miter
gauge,and usingthe rip fenceas a
stop, cut a dado at each marked
location.Checkyour story stickfor
accuracy.(lt's easierto makea new
story stickthan a new divider and

Front

Irxrr-oDED vtEW
205/a'

1/2u

|

placethe
sides.)Now in succession,
story-stickdadoesover the blade,as
shown obove,and positionthe rip
fence againstthe end of the story stick.
Cut dadoesin the sidesand both faces
of the divider at eachfence location.

/

<:1
tA" dado 14" deep,
centered

S/att

t)_
F

(Part
@ has rabbetsand dadoes cut on one side only.
'
Part @ has rabbetsand dadoes on both sides.)

@sroe ANDDtvtDER

t/2" rabbelVt" deep
t/q" dado t/q" deeg, centered

woodmagazlne.com
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I
I
I
I
I
I

Go-bars: an ancientr
ancient, go-to clamping solution

I

,

using a "go-bar" deck-flexible sticksbent between two solid surfaces-is
a very old method of applyingclampingpressure.In earlyshops,poles
bent againstthe ceilingwere usedto apply pressureto a benchtop.Because
of the difficulty of applying pressureto the centerof a large panel,this
method hasalwaysbeen usedto clamp and glue partsonto harpsichord,
and laterpiano,soundboards.
To usethis method for clampingthe glides(D) to the casebottom (A), rip
7+"-thickstripsfrom the edge of a 2OVs"-long
pieceof 3/c"MDF.(you can use
a thin strip of any hardwood,softwood, or plywood scrap.)Then apply glue
and positionthe glides.Now insertthe MDF,strips
with the bottom ends
bearingon the glidesand the top endsbowed againstthe casetop (A), as
shown at right.

1/z"rabbel
/+" deep

t/z" labbel
't/t"
deep

Ionnwrn

I

I

I

T
Zr/a"lor parl
4s/a"tor parl
7t/a"tor paft

'2r/a

" for part@

4s/a" forpart@
7Yg" for part@

I

t/2" dadoes tA" deep
t/+"from ends

Written by fan Svec with
Chuck ]ledlund
Projectdesign:feff Mertz
lllustrations:Roxanne LeMolne;
Lorna fohnson

2s/a"totp"*E
47/e"lot partO
7s/e"tot part@

L-

#6x/2" F.H.
wood screw

Card-holderpull,centered

the case. Place the organizer on your workbench,
or hang it on the wall by
drilling holes through the
back (E) and driving screws
into the wall before installing the drawers. Now sort
your items into the drawers,and make labelsfor the
card holders. lF

111/2"

7i" for oartG)
!!z" foi parii@ and@
1 / l r

'/2

t/q" rabbel th" deep

Cutting Diagram

A

topand bottom

B sides

3/l'

C

divider

D

glides

1/a" 1/zu

'lg3/i'

bottoms

93/+'

g1/2"

H

111/2"

21/e' 81/z'

bottoms
J

fronts

K sides
backs

e/qx7Yax 96" Poplar(5.3 bd. ft.)

e/qx7Ya
x 60" Poplar(3.3bd. ft.)

50

111/2"

th"

bottoms
M fronts

21/e"

1

20s/a"

1/2" 23/eu

sides

2

1lW

G fronts
backs

3/qx 9yax 96" Poplar(6.7 bd. ft.) .Planeor resawto the thickness
listedin the MaterialsList.

203/i'

12" 20s/a" MDF
3/d' '113/i' 205/sx MDF

back

s/qx 48 x 48" Medium-density
fiberboard 1/tx 48 x 48" Hardboard

12"

3/i'

93/c" 1'11h"
1/2" 47/e"

9Y2'

1/zu 4s/s, 111/2"
Vz" 45/8"

81/2"

th"

111/2,,

g3/q*

1/2" V/a"

N

sides

9Y2"
th" 71/a' 1"1y2"

O

backs

1/z' 71/a"

g1/2"

Materials key: MDF-medium-density
fiberboard,
P-poplar,
H-hardboard.
Supplies:Card-holder
pulls(8),#6x72"
flathead
wood
pastewax.
screws,
Blade:Stack
dadoset.
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Build the base

the edges.Finish-sandthe parts,includCut
two
sheets
of
7+"
Baltic
birch
ing the edgesof the grooved sides.Glue
I
I plywood to the sizesshown on the and clamp the legs,checking for square
CuttingDiagramon page56 [PhotoA].For and keepingthe ends flush.
a handy guide for positioning your
Q nraw diagonals onto each foot (B)
straightedge,seepage32. Now use your
Jblank to find the center.Then draw
tablesawto cut the parts, except for the 3Ya"-and S"-radiuscircles on each one
feet (B),panel (E),and headboard(G),to [Drawingla]. Lay out four hole centers
size [Materials List]. Cut TOYzxIOl/2"on each inner circle and drill shank
blanks for the feet, and cut the head- holes.(Forthe #8 screws,drill %2"shank
board piece to 30" long. Use a circular holes and 7/o+"
pilot holes.)Bandsawand
saw and straightedgeto trim the panel sand the parts to the outer circle. Now
to size. (For instructions on making a rout 1/e"
chamfersalong the bottom edge
dual-purpose straightedgefor your cir- and l/ra"chamfers along the top edge of
cular saw and router, seepage84.)
each foot, and finish-sandthem.
easy
assembly
and
disassembly,
center the leg side (A) assemblies
)for
Alo
icut
the notches in the leg sides(A) Tonto
the feet (B), cut an alignment
that accept the long stretchers(C) and block to snugly fit inside the leg side
short stretchers(D) about 7r0"wider than assemblies.(We cut a 3Ax33/qx51/2"
block.)
Skill Builders
the plywood thickness [Drawingt, pho- Draw diagonals onto the block to find
I Discover
the easeof usingcross-dowel tos B and Cl. (Our plywood measured the center,and drill a shank hole. Then
andconnector-bolt
hardware
to
slightly over rVre"thick, so we made the drill a pilot hole into the center of each
construct
knock-down
furniture.
notches 3/+uwide.) Then cut /s"-deep foot. Screwthe block to one foot, posiI Learnhowto usea doweljig to drill
groovesin eight of the leg sideswith a tion the foot on a leg sideassembly,and
accurate
holesfor connector
bolts.
dado blade, and rout l/te"chamfersalong drill pilot holesinto the leg sidesfphotos
I Overall
dimensions:
473/+"
widex
76V2"
longx 40V+"high.Fitsa
9x39x7
5" twin mattress.
I Thisprojectusestwo sheets
of Baltic
birchplywoodwith justa fewsmall
scraps
andsawdust
leftover.Thin
veneers
andfreedomfromvoidsgive
the edgesof Balticbirchplywoodan
attractive
appearance
thatdoesn't
needto be covered
with solid-wood
e dgingor v eneer
t ape .
f Ap plya uniques em itra n s p a re
fi nnits h
with inexpensive
materials
you can
purchase
at a hardware
store.(See
poge26.)
I To savemoney,buildthe projectfrom
regularbirchplywood,fill anyedge
voids,andapplythe semitransparent
fi ni s h.O r us eM DF an
, dp a i n ti t.
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Bit rotation

Usinga straightedgeand a portablecircular
sawfitted with a fine-tooth blade,cut the
sheetsof plywood into manageablepieces.

E

With the router-tablefence positionedto
centera 72"straight bit on a leg side (A),rout
4"-longslotsinto all 16 leg sides.

E

Repositionthe fenceand widen one edge
of the slot on all the parts.Flipthe leg sides
over and widen the other edge of eachslot.

Ta"grooves
t/e"deep
(ln end
@'s only)

@roor

fluc ASsEMBLY

101/2"---1
Location
of partsl

t/e"chamferon bottomedge,
%0"chamferon top edge
Shankhole,at intersectionof
the blankdiagonaland inner
circle,countersunkon
bottomface

1 0 "d i a m .

s/sz"hole 3" deep, centeredin the thickness
1OmmholeTe"deep
391h"

Shankhole,countersunk
on bottomface

t/16

chamfers
1 0 "d i a m .
t/e" chamfer

#8 x 2" F.H.
wood screw

D and El. Removethe alignment block,
and screwthe foot to the leg sides.Repeat
to assemblethe remaining legs.
( Retrie'uethe long stretchers(C) and
e/ez"hole 3" deep,-/
stretchers (D). Install a 3/+u centered in the thickness
Jshort
dado blade into your tablesawand attach
a 3/+x4x36"extension to the miter gauge
with one end extending 16" to the right
of the dado blade. Clamp a stopblock to
the extension and cut notches in the
long stretchers[Drawing2]. Reposition
the stopblock and cut notches in the
short stretchers. Then tout Y+"roundovers along the stretcher bottom edges
1/q'
(the unnotchededgesof the long stretchroundof
the
short
notched
edges
ers and thre
OVETS
stretchers).Now routlta" chamfers along
the top edges.
woodmagazlne.com

t o"\

121/a'4
751/c'

Make the platform

Witha blockscrewed
to a foot (B),and
alignedwith thefoot screwholes,position
the foot on a legside(A)assembly.

Withthe foot (B)seatedon the legside(A)
assembly,
usethe holesin thefoot asguides,
anddrillpilotholesintothelegsides.

/tpor the cross dowels and connector
tlfbolts that securethe sides(F), headboard (G), and footboard (H) to the long
stretchers(C) and short stretchers(D)
[Drawing 3], drill 10mm cross-dowel
holes 7a" deep and e/sz"connector-bolt
holes 3" deep at both ends of each
stretcher [Drawing2 and PhotosF, G, H,

and l]. (SeeSourcesfor connector bolts,
crossdowels, a 10mm Forstnerbit, and a
self-centeringdowel jig.)
Note : Connector-boltand cross-dowelholes
must align precisely. Use a combination
squareas a markinggaugewhen laying out
the L0mm hole locations, and mark the
centerswith an awl beforedrilling.

Usinga combinationsquare,markthe
centerlineof the e/sr"connector-bolthole and
the centerof the 10mm cross-dowelhole.

After marking the cross-dowelhole center
with an awl,drillthe hole on the drill press
with a lOmm Forstnerbit.

Usinga doweljig to centeraVi'bit on the
plywood edge and align it with the centerline,drill a hole as deep asthe bit allows.

After removing the doweljig, chuckae/sz"bit
into a handhelddrill,enlargethe %" hole,
and extend it to a depth of 3".

54

a tuy out 10mm cross-dowelhole cenI ters on the panel (E) [Drawinga].
Drill these holes and the intersecting
e/sz"connector-bolt holes the same way
as with the stretchers(C, D).
out and drill the 10mm cross2fuy
Sdowel holes and the e/sz"attdYt" connector-bolt holes in the sides (F), and
theYs"connector-bolt holes in the headboard (G) and footboard (H) [Drawings
3,5,6, and 7]. Be sureto maketwo righthand and two left-hand sides.
!! Using a straightedge to guide a
rJhandheld plunge router fitted with
a 3/t"straight bit, rout a /e"-deepdado in
the inside face of each side (F) [Drawing
51.Then mark the ends of the stopped
dadoes in the headboard (G) and footboard (H) [Drawings6 and 7), and rout
the dadoes. Square the ends of the
stopped dadoeswith a chisel. (For tips
on routing stopped dadoesand grooves,
seepage30.)
the short grooves in the sides
lRout
T(F),
headboard (G), and footboard
(H) with a straightedge and handheld
router. Rememberto make two right and
two left sides.
(Draw the 3" and 6" radii on the sides
(F) and the 3" radii on the footboard
t
(H). Cut within Ye"of the lines with a
jigsaw. Then make corner-routing jigs
[Drawing8], and rout the radii to the
lines [PhotoJ].
out the shape of the headboard
Afuy
tlr(G), and mark the centersof the 2",
4", and 6" holes. Cut the side and top
angles with a circular saw and straightedge.Jigsawand sand the 2" radii at the
top corners.
Note: If you wish, you may mirror the
shapeof the headboardto fit room layout,
or to makecomplementaryside-by-sidebeds
for the sameroom.
Using a roller stand to support the
f
f headboardon your drill press,drill a
Y+"hole at the center of the 2", 4", and 6"
circles. Then clamp the headboard to
the drill-presstable, and use an adiustable circle cutter to cut the circles. To
prevent tear-out, cut two-thirds of the
way through the headboard from one
side,flip the piece,and complete the cut
from the other side.
Yro" chamfers along all ends
flRout
lJand edgesof the platform parts E, F,
G, and H, including the edges of the
holes in the headboard(G). Finish-sand
the parts, including the edges.
continuedon page56
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I
IexeloDEDvrEW

z/q"dado /a" deep
on inside face

s/a" dado t/e" deeg
on insideface

Crossdowels

Afterjigsawingcloseto the radiusline,true
up the radiuswith a corner-routingjig and a
handheldrouterfitted with a flush-trimbit.

7sz"hole 3" deep,
centeredin the thickness

@ HrnoeoARD

3" connector
bolts

\y
|

'I

al

|

---r6u"

L--14"2" holeI
%"",d3do
l_1e,,..- =-\
t/e"

deep
on inside face

/a" holes (

'-

--J

J

I Bt/e'
i
127/8"---J

I enrurl

I

II

e/sz"hole 3" deep,
centeredin the
thicknessof the plywood

391/a"

I rooraoARD

3eza'5

f

'l-12e7"".. 19s/a'

/ro" chamfersalongtoP
and bottomends and edges

tZ" holes
237/a"

t/a" hole
473/q"

Jrcs
fl nnorus

Isroe

g/az"hole 3" deep,
centered in the thickness

#8 x 11/q'F.H.wood screw

L

111

3 ' ' R A D I U SJ I G

1
3/a"dado t/e" deep on inside face
woodmagazine.com

s/q" dado
t/a" deep
on inside
face

6 ' ' R A D I U SJ I G
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Apply finish and assemble
tnspect all the parts and finish-sand
I where needed. Apply a finish. (To
learn how to apply the transparent color
finish shown, seepage26.)
the finish dries, ream the l+"
lnfter
e/32"holes with drill bits to
iand
remove any accumulated finish.
I Carry the parts to the intended locarJ tion and assemblethe bed [PhotosK,
L, M, and Nl. Now, with a TV in the bedroom, a kid has the perfect perch for
watching reruns of The Jetsoni.JF
I

s, t

tr#

With the long stretchers(C)in the leg (A/B)
slots,drop the short stretchers(D)into place,
interlockingthe stretchernotches.

Placethe panel (E)onto the base(AlBlClD),
aligningthe edgesof the panelwith the ends
of the stretchers(C,D).

Written by fan Svecwith Chuck Hedlund
Projectdesign:fan Svec
l l l u s t r a t i o n sR: o x a n n e L e M o l n e ; L o r n a f o h n s o n

Fastenthe sides(F)to the stretcher(D)ends
and panel(E)edgeswith crossdowelsand
connectorbolts.

Add an 8-1O"-thick
twin mattress,bed linens,
and a pillow or two, and settledown to
snooze,read a book, or surf the Web.

*
s
,?*

Fastenthe headboard(G)andfootboard(H)
to the stretcher(C)and panel(E)endswith
crossdowelsand connectorbolts.

Cutting Diagram
291/+,'_--l

::::;

;@::
:i@:

105/8" r__

r--'----'-:-:::--.-@ .Z*...i:
,***-*v_

:@:

=*@ j

251/4"_____l<_

301/2"_________4

'::
BBP 16

Bx feet

3/i' 53/q" 14"
3/c" 10"diam.

C

3/c" 4"

BBP

A
t L t

j

leg sides

fong stretchers

shortstretchers

./i

751/l'

BBP 4
2

391/c"

.*,%

,,,,,,@---,.-,,

*-@)".,'
F

-@, :--,,61,-::::i

3/qx 48 x 96" Baltic birch plywood

G*

panel

3/4n 391/4n 751/4n

sides

3/i'233/c' 12"

BBP 4

headboard

3/4il47s/Bn 291/2'

BBP

1

3/c"473/c" '12" BBP 1
H footboard
*Part
initially
cutoversize.
See
theinstructions.

Material key: BBP-Baltic
birchplywood,
(i6).
Supplies:#8x2"flathead
woodscrews
Bfadeand bits: Stackdado
set;l1r"
straight,3/4'
straight,
7+"round-over,
and45"chamfer
routerbits;
l0mmForstner
bit;adjustable
circle
cutter.

Sources

3/qx 48 x 96" Baltic birch plywood

56

H a rdwa re : 1/+20x3" brass-platedconnectorbolts
packof 25;10mm-dia
no.1430-KDB,
m.1/c-20
$7.13
cross
dowelsno.0609-CDA,
56.78packof 25.4mm hexwrench
no.8501-PD,51.40.
McFeely's,
800-443-7937,
mcfeelys.com.
Forstner bit: 10mmForstner
bit no.06J72.10,
56.30.
-8158,leevalley.com.
LeeValley,
800-871
Dowel jig: Self-centering
doweljigno.G1874S31.95.
GrizzlyInd ustrial, 800-523-4777,grizzly.com.
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tried
of tablesaws'foi

turnsthat into
i

sk a hundred woodworkerswhich
machine a beginner should buy
t
lfirst,
and most will heartily
recommend a tablesaw.And with good
reason:It's ideal for sawing stock to size,
getting it square,machining miters and
bevels, and cutting nearly all types
of ioinery.
Whether you're buying a tablesaw for
the first time or upgrading your old
clunker, begin by narrowing your focus.
First,you'lI have to choosefrom the four
types of tablesaws: benchtop/job-site,
1f
A
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contractor, hybrid, and cabinet. Any of
these saws,when well-tuned, make accurate cuts, but step-up featuresincreasea
saw'susefulness,aswell as its cost.

8 key factors to consider
wheh buying a tablesaw
I Powen If you regularly work with
hardwoods more than 7a" thick, get a
sawwith at leasta lYz-hpmotor. (It takes
3 hp to make heavy cuts with no bogging down.) Totally enclosedfan-cooled
(TEFC)induction motors run coolerand

;:j:i.:,,tt;;,:',:i

, ;, .;;;l

quieter than the universal motors typically found on benchtop/job-sitesaws.
I Electrical service. Tablesawswith
Z-hp or larger induction motors typically require Z2o-volt service. Know
your shop's power capabilities before
you buy, or be willing to add a 220line.
Also, consider what machines you'll
operateat the sametime, such as a dust
collector,so you don't overloadcircuits.
I Price. You can pay anywhere from
$150 for a benchtop saw to well over
$3,000 for a professional-levelcabinet
WOOD magazlne
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behindthe bladeand
A rivingknifeattaches
movesup anddownwith it. Thisdeviceholds
the kerfopenandpreventskickback.
saw. As the woodworkers' creed saYS,
"Get all the tool you can affotd."
I Capacity. All tablesaws feature at
least a lO"-diameter blade, but tabletop
sizes vary greatly. And maximum rip
capacity ranges from 1' to over 4', art
important consideration if you work
regularly with sheet goods.
I Safety. Some saws include better
safetyguardsand features(anti-kickback
riving knives, blade-brake technology)
than others, but often at a higher price
tag. For example, a riving knife, shown
above, keeps boards from Pinching
against the back edge of the blade, thus
preventing kickback. A few saws have
this feature noq and many more will in
the next few years, as manufacturers
comply with new safety regulations.
Blade-braketechnology, available exclusively on models from SawStop,almost
instantly stops a spinning blade should
a hand or finger come into contact. It
could mean a small cut instead of an
amputation.
I Space. If you work in a small garageor
basement,/our shop might not accommodate a tablesaw with 7' fence rails.
Instead,opt for a more compact machine
with a rip capacity of 30" or less.In addition to the footprint of the machine,
you'll need to leave infeed and outfeed
space for ripping long workpieces, and
side space for crosscutting long stock.
Don't let a too-big tablesaw eat up the
very spaceyou need to work in.
I Dust control. Cutting wood creates
dust, but not all tablesawscan control it.
Closed-basesawswith dust ports prove
most effective at channeling debris to a
dust collector, while many open-base
contractor and benchtop/iob-site saws
simply let the dust fly.
and service. Online
I Availability
dealerscan ship a tablesawto your shop,
but will they provide parts should it
break down? You might prefer to buy
from a local retailer if you're not confident in making your own repairs.
woodmagazine.com

Cabinetsawsdeliverpowerfulperformance
I ust as automobile enthusiasts dream
I of luxury vehicles or speedy sports
6ars,woodworkers long for cabinet-style
tablesaws.With heavy-duty components
and 3-hp motors, these machines slice
through wood like it's pudding, Yet
deliver and maintain pinpoint accuracy
when set up correctly. The term "cabinet
saw" comes from the enclosedsteelbase
that enhances dust collection as well as
reducesblade and motor noise, though
not all tablesawswith cabinetsbelong in
this group. The saw of choice for professional woodworking shops,this will cost
you at least $1,000 for a new machine.
A typical 3-hp cabinet tablesawweighs
500 lbs or more becauseof its big motor
and cast-iron components. (Pro models
feature 5-, 7Vz-,or 10-hp motors and
']..2"
ot L4" blades.) The
also can have
motor, mounted below the blade inside
provide durability and
the cabinet, drives the blade with either Heavy-dutytrunnions
accuracy,and also dampen vibration.
two or three V-belts or one wide, ribbed
flat belt.
To harnessthis kind of power, cabinet
Pros:
. Powerfulmotor for bog-free cuts
sawsfeature an all-cast-iron inner struc. Trunnionsmount to cabinetfor easy,
ture (yoke, trunnions, gears).The large
long-lastingtable adiustments
shown
cabinet,
to
the
trunnions mount
. Heavy-dutyfence and rails
above rrght, rather than to the cast-iron
o Largerip capacity
top, aswith other tablesawstyles.This is
. Enclosedbaseimprovesdust
an advantagebecauseadjusting the top
collection
parallel to the blade-necessary for
I Large,comfortable handwheels
accurate cuts-requires loosening only
. Low blade and motor noiselevels
. Typically,a large power switch in
three of the four bolts that connect it to
the cabinet and pivoting the toP.
an easy-to-reachlocation
e A few modelshavebuilt-in or
Cabinet-style saws typically come
includedmobile bases
with fence rails that provide 50-54" of
rip capacity-mighty handy for working
Cons:
with 4x8' sheet goods. Don't need that
. Pricesstart at around $1,000
. Requires220 -volt electricalservice
much? You can get one instead with
o Heavy,so mobility is limited
30"-capacity rails, an attractive option
for small shops. Most cabinet saws o Largefootprint on sawswith long
fence rails
feature T-square-stylefenceswith heavydutv rails.
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Thesetablesaws
aren'tjustfor contractors
contractor-styletablesawgets its
Th.
I name from decades back, when
home builders used them on location.
Today, you'll seldom see one on a iob
site, thanks to the evolution of the
lighter-weightbenchtopijob-sitesaw.
Contractor-stylesawsfeature cast-iron
tops, and most now include cast wings.
This added vibration-dampening weight
helps hold an accurate setup longer
than a saw with stamped-steelwings.
However, the trunnions, much smaller
than those on a cabinet saw, mount to
the tabletop from below, as shown above
right.Thismakesalignment more difficult
becauseyou must reach inside the sawto
loosen and move the arbor assembly
ratherthan the top.
Powerratings on thesesawsrangefrom
7r/zto 2 hp with 110-volt motors, which
extend out the back of the saw (asshown
above)and drive the blade with one belt.
Becausethe hanging motor adds 15-20"
of depth to the saw, it limits the use of
outfeed standsor tablesand preventsyou
from stowing the saw flat againsta wall.
With a contractor saq you get 30" to
36" of rip capacity standard (with 50"capacity rails optional on some models),
smaller handwheels,and much lighter
weight (200-350 lbs).Thesesawstend to
vibrate more than cabinet-stylesaws,suffer greater likelihood of drive-belt slips
(becauseonly the weight of the motor
provides tension), and generatehigher
noise levels.Many models include dust
hoods for connection to a dust collector,
and some even include a plastic shroud
around the bladeto channel dust.
Although its components are lighterduty than those of cabinet saws, you
still can set up a contractor-stylesaw for
pinpoint precision.However,you might
have to compensate for the reduced
64

Thesmallforged-steel
trunnions
on this
sawsecure
to thetop ratherthanthebase,
makingtop-to-blade
alignments
trickier.

Hybridsblendbig-saw
features
at 110volts

1f, hybrid tablesaw marries the smallFlshop needs of a contractor-stylesaw
power with slower feed rates and thin(1lO-volt electricity, light weight) with
kerf blades. Cuts in thick, hard stock some of a cabinet saw's benefits (castmay prove difficult or impossible.
iron guts, enclosedbase for good dust
A bare-bones contractor saw costs collection and noise reduction) in a
about $400, or as much as $800 with modest price range. T'he features vary
added features.Deluxe models overlap from one saw to another. For example,
the price rangeof hybrid tablesaws-and some models have forged-steel truneven approach some low-cost cabinet nions as on a contractor sary and others
saws-so comparebeforebuying.
Pros:
. Pricesrangefrom $400 to $800
. Ripcapacityequalscabinet-style
sawson somemodels
o Dusthoodsor shroudson some
mo d e l s
. Lighterweight than cabinetsaws
r Accuratewhen set up correctly
. A few modelshavebuilt-in
mobilebases
Cons:
o Limitedpower meansstruggles
in thick,hard materials
. Trunnionsmount to top rather
than base,makingadjustments
difficultand shorter-lasting
. Lighter-dutycomponentsallow
more vibration
. Open designreducesdust-collection
efficiencyand increases
noise
o Motor hangsout the backof the
stand,addingto footprint

'#:S.e*As"d .
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The trunnionson this SteelCity saw,as well
as on Craftsman'shybrid, mount to the
cabinetratherthan the top.
WOOD magazlne
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saws:Good
Benchtop

_^^,

ity tops out at 25" on the better sawsin
this class, with some as little as 72'.
Becauseof the small tops, you'll need
infeed and outfeed support for boards
more than 4'long, as well as support for
crosscutting stock of that length. The
better-equippedbenchtop/iob-site saws
carry price tags that rival those of
middle-of-the-packcontractor saws.fl

for smallshops
options
don't have to be a contractor or
l/or
I trim carpenter to appreciate these
have cast-irontrunnions, though they're portable tablesaws.In spite of their small
stature and light weight, you can cut
smaller than those on a cabinet saw.
To enclosethe cabinet, manufacturers hardwoods if you slow your feed rate and
mount the motors below the arbor usea thin-kerf blade,but somestrugglein
assembly,aswith cabinet saws,but these z"-thick hardwoods.
Benchtop/job-site saws feature 110IYz- to }-hp motors won't have the
muscle of a cabinet-stylesaw.Like a con- volt universal motors that provide
respectable power but are loud and
tractor-style saw, most have trunnions
prone to vibration, thanks in part to
the
than
rather
top
that mount to the
cabinet, making top-to-blade adjust- direct- or gear-drive power trains.
ments even more difficult (thanks to the Models with closed basesfeature good
enclosedbase)and increasingvibration dust collection,but the smallerports are
slightly. See the photo oppositefor a sizedfor shop vacuums.Many benchtop
sawshave shallow miter slotsthat accept
welcome exception to this stYle.
Hybrids come standard with 30"-rip only light-duty miter gauges.They also
capacity fence rails, but you can upgrade can be unsafe when cutting large workto longer rails for up to 54" capacity.The piecesby yourselfbecauseof the narrow
fencestypically are the sameheavy-duty footprint and small tabletop. Rip capacmodels sold with cabinet saws.

Pros:
. Pricesrangefrom $700 to $1,100
. Up to 54" rip capacityon some
models(with optionalfencerails)
. Enclosedcabinetaidsdust control
and reducesnoise
o Heavierweight than contractorsaws
o Motorsrun on 110-voltelectricity
. Somemodelshavecabinet-mounted
trunnions
Cons:
o Most modelshavetop-mounted
trunnions,makingblade/table
alignmentmore difficult
o Power(lVzto 2 hp) similarto
contractor-stylesaws

woodmagazlne.com

Ryobi'sjob-sitesawfeaturesa sliding
crosscuttable that locksinto placewhen you
want to make a rip cut or for storage.

Written by Bob Hunter

Pros:
. Pricesrangefrom $150to $700
. Lightweightand easilyportable,
with collaPsible,
especially
wheeledstands
. Motors run on 110-voltelectricity
. Up to 25" rip capacityon some
models
r Decentdust collectionon
models
closed-base
. Smallfootprint
C ons:
o Noisy universalmotorstend to lack
the power of full-sizetablesaws
. lncreasedvibration leadsto
cuts.
less-than-furniture-quality
. Aluminumor molded plastic
tabletopslackthe durabilitYand
vibrationdampeningof castiron
. Somemodelscannotaccepta full
7+"stackeddado set on their arbors
. Blade-heightadjustmentstypically
madewith a single,small,
uncomfortablehandwheel
r Most modelsdon't havegearedbeveladjustmentsand must be done
manually,makingthem tougherto
set accurately
. Higher-pricedsawsoverlap
mid-pricedcontractor-stylesaws
. Light-dutyfences
. Thin throat insertplatesmakeit
difficultor impossibleto makeyour
inserts
own zero-clearance
65
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Bench
In justa weekendand usingonlya few power
tools,buildthisscrew-and-glue-joined
chest
to hold raingear,blankets,
or otheritems.
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Yes, you can get clean, st_raight cuts
with portable power tools

widex
34Vz"
dimensions
I Overall
17t/c"deepx 22" high.
I Materialneeded:3/q"pine.
a portable
I Powertoolsneeded:
saw,drill,jigsaw,random-orbit
circular
(you
tablesaw
andbenchtop
sander,
if youopt for
canskipthe tablesaw
roundbuttonplugs)

Beenfrustratedby poor-qualitycuts usingyour portablepower tools?Following
thesepointerswill ensurewander-freemachiningand reducedtear-out.
I Clamp a straightedgeto the workpieceas a guide for the tool. You don't need
a fancy guide-the factory-cutedge of a pieceof MDF or melaminepanelworks
greaf as shown below.
I Usesharp,cleanbladesand bits.
I Clamp a backerto the workpieceon the appropriatefaceto avoid chip-out.
I Usea slowfeed rate,but be carefulnot to go too slowlyor you'll burn the wood.

Skill Builder
mounting
I Learnhowto conceal
squareplugs.
with decorative
screws

Start with the panels

Melamine

(we
! from edge-glued7n"-thickpine
two
cut
yellow),
I used Southern
I9x34r/2"panels-one for the sides(A)
and the other for the front (B)-and a
23x36" panel for the back (C).
any uneven joints along
lSmooth
panel surfacesusing a randomithe
orbit sander.Then, using a circular saw
or a tablesaw,cut the sides,front, and
back to the finished sizes[MaterialsList,
page691, cutting two sidesfrom one of
Z"-squareopenings in the parts [Drawthe 19x3412"panels.To make cuts with
your circular saw that rival tablesaw ings 1 and 21.Jigsawthe bottom cutouts
to shape.Next, drill two 72" blade-start
preclsron,see
holes through the marked
the Shop
T--=-=--341/2"
square openlngs,
Tip, above
-=L-=-and jigsawout the
squares[PhotoA].
15"
To ensuresquare
outs at the
cuts,usea htghbottoms of the
quality blade
sides (A), front
3/qu
with 10 teeth
(B), and back (C),
per inch.
and
and the I1/z'-

TK

3H".ll

4',
8 x 11/2"F.H.wood screws
341/2"

vtEW
ll exeloDED

With the markedsquareopeningsin the
sides(A),front (B),and back(C)overhanging
your workbench,jigsawout the openings.

1ts7ta'{

F.H.wood screw
B x 11/2"

21/q'

dZ,

no-mortise
hinge

Shankhole,countersunk
on back face

V'O'
F.H.wood screws
B x 11/q"
171/q"

woodmagazine.com
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Bottom face

Measurefor equaldiagonalsto ensurea
squareassembly.Also,verify the insetsof the
ends (A)from the front (B)and back (C).

Screw-mount
the largeleavesof the 27+"
no-mortise
hingesto the edgeof the top
support(E),33/t"
fromthe ends.

With the top (D)and top support (E)bottom
faceup and the endsaligned,screw-mount
the smallhinge leavesto the top.

Assemble the bench

Add the top and bottom

I

from edge-g1ued
stock,cut a 16x36"
I panel for the top (D). Then, crosscut
and rip the panel to the finished size of
75x34r/2".NoW cut the top support (E) to
the sizelisted.Sandthe parts smooth.
! Moun t the 2V+"no-mortise hinges to
tthe
top support (E) [Drawing 1,
PhotoC], using the screwssuppliedwith
the hinges. Then attach the hinges to
the top (D) [Photo D]. Place spacers
under the support and top so the hinge
will lie flat.
(F) to size.Mark
Q Cut the top cleats
rJcenterpoints for the countersunk
shank holes on the bottom face of the

the back (C).To concealthe screwholes
Mark centerpoints for the four screw on the front with square mortise plugs
I holes at each end of the front (B) 0), lay out the 3/ex3/a"
mortises centered
and back (C) [Drawingst and 2]. Note around the shank holes on the front.
that the dimensions for the back are the Now, form the %"-deepmortises using a
same as those shown for the front, as sharp 7e" chisel. If you don't have a
measuredfrom the bottom fDrawing2], tablesaw,as an alternative, you can drill
but they're offset 1/a" (not %") from the 7e" counterbores l+" deep centered on
ends [Drawings1 and 2].
the shank holes and use button plugs.
%"
counterbores
7e"
deep
cenlOritt
Q Sand the sides (A), front (B), and
Itered
on each centerpoint on the
rJ back (C) to 22O grit. Then, on a flat
front (B). Then, drill a shank hole cen- surface,assembleand clamp the panels
tered in each counterbore. (For the #8 together, verifying the sidesare inset 7a"
screws in this project, drilI s/sz"shank from the ends of the front and 3/E"from
holes andVa+"pilot holes.)Drill counter- the ends of the back [Drawingt, Photo
sunk shank holes at each centerpoint on B]. Drive the screws.

I
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'/!" deePwith a shank
hole centeredinside
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surements.Sandsmooth. Now, glue and
screwthe bottom in place.

Finish up

s

ilil,r

f.

tr

Glueandscrewthetop cleats(F)to thetop
(D).Applyglueto onlya center3"-longarea
on thecleatto allowfor top movement.

card
Placea pieceof approximately%e"-thick
stockwith a hole in it over eachplug blank.
Trimthe plugsusinga fine-toothsaw.

cleats[Drawing2]. Drill the holes.Then,
using the shank holes on the top face
of the cleatsas guides,drill the 74"holes
7s" deep to provide clearance for the
screws to accommodate movement of
the top (D).
,i Sand the top cleats (F) smooth.
glue and screw them to the
TThen,
bottom face of the top (D) [Drawing1,
PhotoEl.
( Clue the top/top support assembly
Jtotp.tF) in position on the bench,
centered side-to-sidewith the support
tight againstthe back (C). Apply glue to
the back edge of the support and the
areason the bottom face of the support

that contact the sides(A).Then, drill the
countersunk shank holes through the
back and into the support [Drawing1],
and drive the screws.
2 Cut the bottom front/back and side
lOcleats (G, H) to the sizeslisted to fit
inside the bench. Drill the countersunk
shank holes through the cleats for
attaching them to the bench and for
mounting the bottom (I) fDrawing1].
Then, glue and screwthe cleatsin position, where dimensioned.
edge-glued stock, cut a
JFrom
I6lzx32lz" panel for the bottom (I).
f
Measurethe inside of the bench. Then,
crosscutand rip the panel to your mea-

(J), cut a
1 fo form the mortise plugs
blank using a tablesaw.
| 3/sx3/ax78"
Crosscut eight l"-long pieces from the
blank. Glue a pieceinto each mortise in
the front (B). Then, trim the Plugs
approximately %0" proud of the front
[PhotoF]. Now, using a L50-grit sanding
block, slightly round the plugs, leaving
them proud.
f finistr-sand any areasthat need it to
ZZZO grit. Apply three coatsof a clear
finish. (We used a water-basedpolyurethane, sanding to 220-grit between
coats.) NoW place the bench where
desiredand fill'er up. f
Written by Owen Duvall
Projectdesign:Kevln Boyle
l l l u s t r a t i o n sR: o x a n n e L e M o l n e ; L o r n a f o h n s o n

sides
B* front
C*

back

D* top

341/2" EP

3/q" 15"

341/2"

F

top cleats

3/cu

'1
"

.\r

bottom front/
backcleats

3/q'

3/cu

311/2"

3/cu

3/qu

14"

bottom

plugs
J* mortise

EP

3/i' 22"

3/1r 115A61 341/2tl

l*

s/qx51/z
x 96" Southernyellowpine(1xO)(4 needed)

3/4t 171/4' 331/2t

E top support

r.r bottom side
cleats

Cutting Diagram

3/4t 171/4' 151/2'

3/s"

1

13"

3/4' 151/2' 311/2t
3/s"

EP

EP

5/16"

*Parts
Seetheinstructions.
initially
cutoversize.
pine,P-pine.
Materials key: EP-edge-glued
/+"and#8x1rh" f latheadwood screws;
5u ppf ies : #8x11
hinges(2).
2%"no-mortise
jigsawbladewith 10teeth
Blade and bit: High-quality
perinch.

3/+x51/zx
96" Southernyellowpine(1x6)(2 needed)

3/+x51/z
x 96" Southernyellowpine(1x6)

3/+x51/z
x g6" Southernyellowpine(1x6)

*-0==**-=--.-..1,,,..O
.. - 3/q

x51/zx96" Southernyellowpine(1x6)(2 needed)

3/ax51/z
x 36" Southernyellowpine(1x6)
.Rip a 7e"-square
blankas explainedin the instructions.
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! nterested in spindle turning? Then
I come along and discover the keys to
I effectively sharpening and using the
indispensable skew chisel. You'll soon
be producing fine, ribbonlike shavings
and superbly smooth surfacesin need of
little sanding.

flsrew ANAToMY
Bevelangle
(25-45")

Skew angle
(20-30')

Which skew is best?
You'll find skew chisels with different
crosssections-round, oval, and rectangular-and widths from Y+"to lYz,,,but
they all operate the same way. The tool
bevel [Drawing1] rides against the wood
as the angled cutting edge peels away
shavings. We'lI concentrate on the
rectangular skew becauseit's the most
common, versatile, and easiest to
sharpen. And, as we'll explain later,
choose the widest skewyou can afford.
The square corners on the shank of a
regular rectangular skew [Drawing 2]
don't roll easily on the tool rest and
70

Bevellength_(1.5x tool\
thickness) \
Back of
bevel
Heel edge

S IDEV IE W

EDGEVIEW

make it difficult to smoothly slide the
tool along it. When buying a rectangular skew, avoid these shortcomings by

SIDEVIEW

EDGEVIEW

purchasing a "rolled-edge" model. If you
already have a square-cornered skew,
round the edgeson your grinder.
WOOD magazlne
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Chooseyour skew angles
The term "skew" refers to the angle of
the cutting edge.For the three usesof a
skew chisel-planing cuts, V-cuts, and
forming beads-a 20-30' skew angle
works best [Drawing1].
Bevel angles vary from 25" to 45"
[Drawing1). A 25" bevel angle sliceseasily through the wood but gives you a
fragile edge that needs frequent sharpening. A 45'bevel holds up well in tough
stock but won't cut as easily.A good rule
of thumb is to make the bevel length
about 172times the tool thickness (7e"
for aVr"-thicktool).

Grlnd the polnt to shape
When sharpening lathe tools, start with
a I,725-rpm bench grinder equipped
with a 50-80 grit aluminum oxide
wheel. The combination of a coarse
wheel and slow speed gives you greater
control of the sharpeningprocess.
To grind the skew angle, lay the tool
flat on the grinder tool rest, and adiust
the rest so the tool shank is perpendicular to the face of the grinding wheel.
Grind slowly to minimize heat buildup,
and periodically check your progress
with a protractor or angle guide.
Now you're ready to grind the bevel.
Mark the bevel length on both sidesof

sEcnoNs
Isxew cRoss

Square-cornered
skew
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Rolled-edgeskew

the tool with a fine-point permanent
marker [PhotoA]. Restyour hand on the
grinder tool rest and the tool on your
hand. Adjust the grinding angle by raising or lowering the tool handle. Keeping
the cutting edge parallel to the face of
the grinding wheel, move your hand
and the tool side-to-sidealong the tool
rest fPhoto B]. To clearly see where you
are grinding, color the developing bevel
with a permanent felt-tip marker [Photo
C]. Turn the tool over often to check
your progress.Keep the bevels on both
sidesuniform and the cutting edge centered in the tool thickness.

!uorurruc

Honing the ultimate edge
You can use a skew right off the grinder,
but a honed skewcuts easierand leavesa
smoother surface than one sharpened
only on the grinder. Begin honing with
a 320-grit bench stone. Wet the stone
with the proper lubricant. Placethe back
of the bevel on the stone, and then raise
the handle until the cutting edgemakes
contact [Photo D]. Press down on the
bevel and slide the tool back and forth.
The grinding wheel forms a concave
surface on each bevel, so only the back
and cutting edge contact the stone,
minimizing the amount of steelremoved
[Drawing3]. As you hone, check often to
make sure the back and cutting edge of
the bevel contact the stone equally.
Hone both bevels until the edges are
flat, leaving an oval hollow [PhotoE].
Switch to a L,000-grit stone and polish the flat edges.When the tool dulls,
quickly restorethe edgeby honing only
with the 1,000-grit stone.As you rehone
the tool, the hollow oval gradually disappears.When it becomes faint, return
to the grinder, reestablish the hollow
grind on each bevel, and then hone
again with both stones.
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Center
one-third

Planing cuts
Planing cuts are made with the center
one-third of the cutting edge [photo F].
Cutting too close to the heel risks digging into the workpiece and rapidly
removing too much material [photo G].
Cutting too close to the toe risks catching the point and tearing off chunks of
material [Photo H]. A wide skew is easier
to use than a narrow one simply because
the center one-third of a wide skew is
wider than that of a narrow one.
To get the feel of a planing cut, first
you: sNT:-ughing
us_e
gougeto form

a turning square into a cylinder. With
the lathe stopped, position the tool rest
slightly above center and aboutVz,'away
from and parallel to the surface of the
workpiece.With the lathe running, hold
the tool handle below the tool rest,place
the side of the skew on the tool rest, and
the back of the bevel against the wood
[Photo l]. Orient the cutting edge 45. to
the workpieceaxis [photoJ]. (Regardless
of the skew angle, the cutting edge
alwaysforms a 45" angle with the axis of
the workpiece.) Raise the tool handle
slightly while pulling back on the tool

V-cuts
These cuts form stand-alone decorative
elements and also serve as the starting
point for forming beads. Begin a V-cut
by positioning the tool rest slightly
below center and about lz" awav from
and parallel to the workpiece rurface.
Stand the tool vertically with the toe
edgeon the rest [Drawing4], holding the
handle low and the tool90'to the workpiece [PhotoL]. Placethe toe of the skew
closeto the surfaceat the 10:30 position.
Now slowly raise the tool handle, pivoting the tool on the rest, and lower the
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until the center of the cutting edge also
touches the wood [photo K]. With the
tool on the tool rest, and the back and
cutting edgeof the bevel contacting the
wood, slowly push the tool along the
length of the workpiece, peeling off
shavings using the center one-third of
the cutting edge. If the cut wanders
toward the heel, slightly tip the tool on
the tool rest toward the toe edge. If the
cut wanders toward the toe, slightly tip
the tool toward the heel edge. practice
planing in one direction, flip the tool,
practice in the other direction.
1nd

@currrNcARc
Toe

10:30position
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toe into the workpiece[PhotoM].Make a
shallow cut following a 10:30-to-center
arc. Do not push the tool into the workpiece; only raise the handle.
Now pivot the tool handle to the left,
and place the toe slightly to the left of
the center cut. Raisethe handle to lower

the toe into the workpiece, and cut to
the bottom of the center cut [Photo N].
Pivot the tool to the right, and repeat
[Photo O]. To widen the V-cut, increase
the angle of the tool to the left and right,
and cut from the 10:30 position to the
bottom of the center cut. To increase the

depth of the V-cut, decreasethe angle of
tool to the left and right, place the toe at
the edge of the V-cut, and make additional cuts. Follow the 1,0:30-to-center
arc with the toe, raising the tool handle
more with each cut. Never raise the
handle above the tool rest.

Practice, practice, practice

6-LZu long, avoiding knots. Practice
planing cuts first. When you are comfortable with planing, make a series of
evenly spaced V-cuts. Then turn the
V-cuts into beads.i

Beads
Lay out the centerline and edges of the
bead on the workpiece with a pencil
[Photo P]. Position the tool rest slightty
below center. Then define the width of
the bead, and remove waste material by
making V-cuts to the bead depth at both
marked edges.
To form the left half of the bead, lay
the skew flat on the tool rest at a 90'
angle to the workpiece, with the cutting
edge pointing left. Rest the back of the
bevel against the wood, with the heel of
the cutting edge close to the right edge
of the V-groove. Engage the heel by
slowly raising the tool handle and gently
pulling it back. As the skew begins to
cut, continue to raise the handle, and
roll the tool onto the heel edge,forming
a small radius [PhotoQ]. The heel of the
cutting edge should start cutting at the
1,0:30position and cut toward the center
of the workpiece.
Repeat this process, increasing the
bead radius in small increments until a
smooth curve extends from the centerline to the bottom of the left-hand V-cut
[Photo R]. Always start your cuts with
the tool flat on the tool rest, and finish
with the tool standing vertically on the
heel edge [PhotoS]. Cut with the heel of
the tool, and do not raise the tool handle
above the tool rest. Do not cut away the
centerline. You'll need it as a reference
to keep the bead symmetrical, and you
can sand it off when the bead is complete. Flip the skew over and form the
right half of the bead.
woodmagazlne.com

Master the skew chisel by practicing on
scrap rather than on a turning you want
to keep. Ruining a candlestick or lamp
base causes permanent skew-shyness.
Instead,ip 2x4s into ZxZs and cut them

Written by fan Svec with Brlan Slmmons
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Make the parts

Q Separatethe sides(B) from the back
Eor all the parts, plane a 3/+x83/+x32" .r(A). Bandsaw the upper profile in
I board to /2" thick. (You can edge- both sides[PhotoB], and drum-sand to
ioin narrow stock to achieve the 8%" the line.
width.) From this stock, cut an 18"-long lVnotocopy
the Back Upper profile
blank for the back (A) and sides (B). tlPattern on the pattern insert, and
With a Yz"straight cutter in your tablemounted router, cut a /1"-deepgroove in
the inside face of the blank, 7+"from the
bottom edge.Then from the blank, cut
the back to length [Materials List, next
pagel, and set it aside. Next rip the
remaining blank to 8" wide, and cut the
two sides to length. Now readiust the
router-table fence, and rout /2" rabbets
o"rl*"
Bottom
along the inside rear edgesof the sides
,o.e$gefflush
[ExplodedView].
the sides(B), inside face to
feanere
Sinside face,with double-facedtape.
Then adhere the sidesto the inside face
of the back (A), flush at the bottom and
centered side-to-side. Next photocopy
the SidePattern on the WOOD Patternsa
insert and adhereit to the top sidewith
spray adhesive. Now bandsaw the botAdherethe sides(B)to eachother and the
tom cutout in all three parts [photo A], back (A)with double-facedtape and stackand drum-sand the cutouts to the line.
cut the bottom cutouts.
I
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adhere it to the back (A). Bandsaw and
sand the profile to shape.
the Yz"stock, cut the bottom
(from
(C) to size. Rout grooves for the
t
dividers (D,E), and sand radii on the
front corners [ExplodedView].

{1:

With the bottom cutoutsfinish-sanded,
separatethe sides(B)from the back (A),and
stack-cutthe upper profile in both sides.
WOOD magazlne
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3Aax 13/qx 51/2"adhesive-backed
6u-

foam weatherstrip
' ( Sdheredto card stock

---4
|

t/2" rabbel
t/q" deeP

1/2"groove
't/4"
deep
3/q"ffom
bottom edge

'
---

Y l/''
11/s,

r

/+" coves

43/a"

f,

1/z"groove
l+" deep

8"

13/q"

1t7/

"

\

51/q'

R=1/a"

VIEW
EXPLODED
3/a'

(From
the remaining /2" stock, rip
lJpieces to width for the front divider
(D) and rear divider (E). Then chuck a
%u cove bit into your table-mounted
router, and rout the top front edges.Now
dry-assembleand clamp the back (A),
sides (B), and bottom (C), and cut the
dividers to length to fit snugly between
the sides.

stock for a friction fit between the dividers and back.) Now flush the remotes
from their hiding places,nestlethem in
the corral, and place it in easy reach of
your favorite chiir. |l
Written by Jan Svec
Projectdesign:Jeff Mertz
lllustrations:Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Apply finish and assemble
Finish-sand all the parts. DryI assemble the proiect and ease
exposed edges with a sanding block.
Disassemblethe parts, and apply masking tape to the grooves and rabbets.
Then mask the ends of the back (A),
stopping the tape Vz"from the top.
3/nx91/qx 32" Oak planedto t/2"thick (2.2 bd. ft.)
(We
parts
the
finish.
stained
a
?Appty
Varathaneno. 218 Traditional
Swith
Pecan, and then applied two coats of
satin polyurethane, sanding between
coats with 2Zo-grit sandpaper.)
83/c"
back
! nemove the masking tape, and glue
rJand clamp the rack, using clamps
1/2" 8'
51/l'
B* sides
with pads to avoid marring the finish
1/2" 51/i'
6u
C bottom
[PhotosC, D, and E].
1/2"
51/2"
3u
D* front divider
Ato cushion the remotecontrol units,
1/2" 43/q" 51/z'
E* reardivider
padding
foam
Tplace a sheet of thin
*Parts
Seetheinstructions,
initially
cutoversize,
in the bottom of each compartment.
(We adhered three strips of %o"-thick,
Material key: O-oak.
l/r"-wide adhesive-backedfoam weather Supplles: Double-faced
masking
tape,sprayadhesive,
strip to card stock. Then we cut two
foamweatherstrip.
adhesive-backed
tape,3Aaxl1/i'
l3/+xSlz"pieces from the foam-covered Bits: 72"straightand1/4'coverouterbits.
I

,\.'ui..

:,

;
. .*^..._i

tr

4". o'.;, i

Photo C Spreadglue in the back (A)
groove and the first side (B)groove
and rabbet.Then clamp the back,
side,and bottom (C).
Photo D Spreadglue in the bottom
(C)grooves.Insert 13A"-wide
spacers
between the back (A)and rear divider
(E)and rear divider and front divider
(D),and clampthe dividersin place.
Photo E Spreadglue in the second
side (B)groove and rabbet,and clamp
it in place.
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Fifiishes FaiI
(AndHow to PreventIt)

eft to the elements, bare wood
quickly falls prey to everything
under-and including-the sun.
To ward off the brutal elements, we
apply finishes and other protections to
our outdoor projects.
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Thing is, once we store our brushes
and sprayers,too often we forget that
these finishes require periodic maintenance.As seasonspass,the paint on the
garden arbor cracksand peels,the patio
furniture splits and spalls,and colonies

of mold form a forest of black dots on
decks and planters. If you've witnessed
these signs,you may wonder why these
outdoor finishes failed. We'll tell you,
and provide a prevention and fix-it program to boot.
WOOD magazine
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OutdoorFinishSelectorand Schedule
M,UVWPinwater
WPinthewatersealproducts;
products.
letwood
Waterseals
products
grar repeilenr
helpkeepwoodt
if
naturalcolor

M,UVWP;addssomecolorwhile
qrainto show.lfthepreviousfinish
waswater-based,
Withojl-based
itrip surfaces
beforereapplication.
applyafterthoroughcleaning.
stains,

penetrate
offersgoodglossretention.To
UVWP;
with
endgrainduringfirstcoat,thinpolyurethane
thisfinishmayyellow
Likesparvarnish,
25%solvent.
overtime.

woodwithcolor,reducing
M,UVWP;disguises
protection
andwear.
ultraviolet
texture.Excellent
and
foroutdoorprojects-fumiture
Useenamel
issues.
gardenstructures-toavoidchalking
* Manystates
paintsfor
havebannedoil-based
maybanoil-based
reasons;
allstates
enviionmental
paintsoverthenextthreeyears.

(H) Horizontal
surfaces
M Verticalsurfaces
and
to directsun[ight
Notethatexposure
finishlife.
shortens
rainyclimate
excessively
alotofabusesuchasadeclc
thatreceive
3.Forsurfaces
Good

on. co.t.
4.Forbarewood;otherwise,

Brush up on finish cholces
Outdoor wood finishes fall into two
groups: penetrating and film-forming.
(Seethe chart above.)As the name suggests,penetrating finishes soak into the
wood's fibers. Many contain water repel-

5. (B)Boats,andotherapplicationswherewoodflexes
(D)Decks
(L)Largestructuretfurniture
(S)Smallprojects
6. (M)Mlldewcide
(UV)Ultraviolet
inhibitors
(WP)Waterproofer
protection,
canbean
suchasaninsecticide,
Insect
youmixinwiththepaintorstainfor
additive
protection
orflyinginsects.
against
crawling

lents and preservativesthat work to prevent mold and mildew and ward off
invasions by insects.
Film-forming finishes, which include
paints, solid-color stains, and varnishes,
lie on top of wood surfaces.These shed

water while providing various degreesof
protection from the sun. Pigmented
films best shield wood from the elements. Through wear and abuse,though,
all outdoor finishes weaken over time,
regardlessof their properties.

A dirty rotten shame:
Meet wood's enemies

with film-forming or latex stain finishes.
However, oil-based semitransparent
stains actually bond better to a slightly
So what happens when a piece of finished wood sits outside? It gets beaten weathered surface.
With the breakdown of the finish, the
up, as if struckby the ol' one-two punch.
The first blow is a pounding by the sun's second punch, in the form of moisture,
ultraviolet (UV) rays, causing the protec- delivers a much deeper blow, especially
tive finish to degrade. Film finishes may through end grain. It saturates the
wood's fibers, making them swell, much
crack and peel open, as shown at rfut.
With clear finishes, the sun's rays attack more in width than in length. In colder
the lignin that holds wood fibers climates, this moisture can freeze,
together, causing them to loosen and prying fibers apart. During warm, dry
periods with exposure to direct sunlight,
flake off with the finish.
Penetrating finishes also erode due to the wood gives up moisture and conphotochemical degradation. This leaves tracts unevenly. The result of these
swelling and contracting cycles: The
a degraded, gray surfacethat won't bond
woodmagazlne.com

End-grainchecks

end grain splits and checks, as shown
above; and radial cracks appear along
77

the length of parts, as shown at rightparticularlyin non-kiln-driedwood.
Also, when moisture spreadson the
undersideof a finish, it makesthe finish
lose its grip, causing film-forming finishes,such as polyurethaneand paint,
to flake or blister. But the worst-case
scenariooccurs when the wood's moisture content (MC) exceeds30 percent:
Microorganismsbreakapartwood fibers,
createsponginess,and lead to total rot,
as shown at right. (Note that IZ-19 MC is
typical of kiln-dried softwoods,6-8 MC
for kiln-dried hardwoods.)
Finally, we can't talk about failed finishes without touching on poor wood
preparation,inadequatefinish coverage,
moisture penetration via hardware
holes, mildew, and critters. We'll cover
thosenext.
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Planned maintenance for
guys hating repair work
If you turned over a finished project to
Mother Nature in the last few years,and
haven't yet detectedany telltale signsof
wear-flaking, exposed graying wood,
cracks in the finish and wood-check
out the chart on the previouspageto see
if it's about time to renew that finish. If
so,first wash the surface.Keepthe water
pressurelow and the nozzle 15-18" away
from the wood to avoid "fuzzing', the
surface,as shown at right. Let the wood
dry out for at leasttwo daysbeforesanding with 50- to 8O-grit paper. Finally,
resealend grain with a water-repellent
preservative,even if you plan to paint
the piece.
If you've never built an outdoor project but are on the verge of doing so,
make sure you use a wood capable of
giving the project a fighting chance.
(See "Woods that say 'nay' to decay,,,
below.)Then apply a finish that best
suits your needs. For best results, keep
the bare-woodproiect out of direct sunlight prior to finishing. Even a little bit
of exposure can harm the finish-towood bond.

: *q"

One final note: Projecthardwaret particularly fasteners,provides inroads for
moisture into a wood part's interior. If
dealing with bolt or predrilled screw
holes,coat thesewith a penetrating finish before installing the hardware. Seal
the headswith an exterior puttfi counterboreand plug screwholes.
Unfortunately for those who love
wood's rich look, its grain and natural
color, you may find that love costly in
terms of time. Clear penetrating and
film-forming finishes do a less-effective

i""-*

job than semitransparent penetrating
stains and paint at combating destructive UV rays.That means more frequent
reapplications.When choosing a finish,
decide up front how much work you
want to do down the road, and then
stick to the maintenance schedule for
that choice. Once applied, reducefinish
deteriorationby keepingthe project out
of direct sunlight, if possible,and covering or storing it away during nonuse
months. Also, avoid placing outdoor
projectswhere standing water collects.

Ulfrrrrrls
that Say "nay" tO decay
';
-

tF

-
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lrttt

Thdugh all wobd eventuallydecays,some speciestake
longerrandprdve more resistantto rot and insectinvasion.
Theseincludepressure-treated
pine, iedwood, cedar,
cyples1,ipe, wfrite oak, mahogany,and teak.The lasttwo
are priqey,so rdserve,themfor smallprojects.lf using
i,;
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ii:

tleated pine, apply water repellentto all exposedsuriaces'
Upon.prslectcompletion.lf painting or stainingtreated
pine, wait one or two weeksfor the wood to dry befoie
application.On the flip side,avoiduntreatedpine, poplar,
rnaple,and red 6ak, as,theylosethe rot raceeverytime.
t
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Hands-on fixes for your most weather-worn projects
Don't feel bad if an outdoor proiect or two has gotten nasty-looking on you. It may not be too late to salvageboth the proiect
and your pride as a woodworker. Try these strategiesto right the wrongs in your past.

Inspectyour wood outdoor projectsby poking and pickingat them
with an awl. lf you detect soft, deteriorated,and crumbly surfaces,or
severelysplit project parts,replacethem.

Treatflaking or peelingfinishesby sandingthe damagedareas
down to bare wood before reapplyingfinish. lf you're dealingwith a
paintedfinish,apply an exteriorprimerbeforerepainting.

Sealchecksin end grain by pressingan exterior-gradewood glue
into them usinga pliableputty knife or pieceof flexibleplastic.
A hotel room card key or old credit card works well.

As shown in the insetphoto, early-and latewood rings weather at
different rates,leavingridges.Flattenthem by sandingwith 80 grit
(workingup through 150grit only for furniture).

Scrubmold or mildew into oblivionwith a nonchlorinated"oxy"-1tp"
cleanercontainingsodiumpercarbonate(availableat home centers).
Wearglovesand eye protection.Rinseafter scrubbing.

A commercialwood brightenerand conditionercan restoresome
colorto a grayedsurface,especiallywithin the first yearor so. Brush
or sprayitbnithen washit oif. nter drying,sandand refinish.l

Written by fim Harrold

lllustration:Buck fones Consultants:Forest Products Laboratory; Don Hllls, The Home Depot
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Buildthiscompact
storageunit and
saygood-byeto
shufflingthrough
bladesstackedon a
shelfor in a drawer.
Thepulloutpanels
keepeverythingat
yourfingertips
whileprotectingthe
carbideteeth.

I Cut the parts to size
I O v er alldim ens i o n s1:I rZ " w i d e
x 1 2" deep x 133 /qh"i g h .
I Storesa stackdado set and six
1 0 " s a wb l a d e s .
I E x pandit t o s t o rea d d i ti o n a l
b ladesby m ak inga w i d e rc a s ea n d
addingm or e pull- o u tb o a rd s .
I Hangy our dado s e to n th re e
pulloutboar dss o y o u c a n g e t
ri ghtt o t he blade sa n d c h i p p e rs
yo u need.
I A pairof int er lo c k i ncgl e a tsma k e s
wall- m ount ing
a snap.
I lf spaceallows,usethe top of the
ca s eas a s helfand h a n gta b l e s a w
accessories,
suchas throat plates
and pushsticks,
from the sides.
I Fort he lum bera n d o th e ri te m s
neededto build this project,seethe
next poge, bottom.

BO

I Cut the rails (A) and panels (B) to size
I Materiafs List, below).
I From 7s" tempered hardboard, cut the
stops (C) to size.
I Plane stock to the salne thickness as the
1/2"plywood, and cut the cleats (D) to size.

I Cut the top and bottom (E) and sides
(F) to size. Then cut the case cleat (G)
and wall cleat (H) to width and 7+"longer than listed. Rip 45' bevels on the
mating edges of the case cleat and wall
cleat IDrawing, belowl.

Materi
I

B panels

7'

11Vi' BP

12'

llVz'

I
1'/2

C stops
D

cleats

E

top andbottom

F sides
C*

casecleat

Yi'

Y4" 12'
%'

2Vz'

BP

12V4" BP
'10"

BP

o]/,r

H* wallcleat
BP
*Parts
initially
cutoversize.
Seetheinstructions.
Materialskey: BP-birch
plywood,
H-tempered
hardboard,
P-poplar,
Suppfies:#8x11/z
and#8x21/z"
flathead
woodscrews,
#10x3/t"
brass
roundhead
woodscrews.
Bladeand bits: Stackdadoset,1 Forstner
bit.

Partsinitially
cut
longerthan listed.
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2 Make the pullout boards

I Adlust a dado blade to cut a groove to them to shape.Drill two 7s" holes into
match the thickness of the Vz"plywood each panel for #10 roundhead screws.
panels(B).Then cut a centered:/to"-deep I Glue and clamp a rail (A) to the toP
edgeof each panel (B), with both parts
grooveinto each rail (A).
flush at the front.
I Chuck a 1" Forstnerbit into your drill
press and drill a finger-pull hole into I Glue and clamp a stop (C) to the upper
each panel (B). Mark 1" radii on the rear corner of each panel (B) on both
panel bottom corners. Saw and sand sides.

3 Assemblethe hangers
I To form the endsof the 9"-longnotches
in the rails (A) of the hangers(A/D), fit
your tablesawmiter gaugewith an extension and stopblock.Then cut 7s"sawkerfs
7s" deep into both edgesof each rail 3"
from the front end [Drawing,belowrtght].

t/a" saw kerfs

fence. Clamp the spacerto the fence Yz"
abovethe bandsaw table. Now rotate the
hangers, and with the rails down, cut
the oppositenotches [PhotoB].
I Drill three countersunkholesthrough
each hanger (A/D) [Drawing,below).
I Retrievethe sides(F) and the remaining cleats(D). Glue and clamp the cleats
to the inside faces of the sides
[Drawing,below).

I Glue and clamp a cleat (D) into the
rail (A) grooves,flush at the ends.Then,
to complete the 9"-long rail notches,
position your bandsawfence 1" from the
blade. With the hanger (A/D) rails (A)
up, cut to the saw kerf [PhotoA]. Next
measure the distance from the
cleat (D) to the edge of the rail,
and cut a spacer to this width
and the length of the bandsaw

I

/s/'r.o"

1l
---l

I

*yrrrt---

9'

HANGER

/e" saw kerf t/a"deep,
cut before assembly
*1/2"groove 3/6" deep, centered
7se"shank hole, countersunkon
bottom face, drilled after assembly
- Thickness of /2" plywood

Cutting Diagram

t/sx 12 x 12" Temperedhardboard
D

s/qx 24 x 48" Birchplywood

3/qx31/z
x 36" Poplar(1 bd. ft.)
*Planeor resawto the thickness
lisedin the MaterialsList.

8'1

4 Build the case
I Finish-sand all the parts and assemblies. Then apply a clear finish. (We
applied two coatsof satin polyurethane,
sanding between coats with 22O-grit
sandpaper.)
I Retrievethe top (E).Center one hanger
(A/D) on the bottom face, flush at the
front, and clamp it in place. Using the
hanger shank holes as guides, drill pilot
holes into the top, and drive the screws.
Then, inserting I7/tz"-wide spacers
between the cleats(D), add the remaining hangers[PhotoC].
I Clamp the top assembly(A/D/E), bottom (E), and side assemblies (D/F)
together, flush all around. Then drill
countersunk screw holes through the
top and bottom (E) and into the sides(F)
[Drawing,far nght). Drive the screws.

12Y4'

5 Assemblethe locker
f Drive roundhead screws into the 7a"
pilot holesin the panels(B) of the pullout
boards (Al BI C) [Drawing,nght). Leave3/to"
between the head of the screw and the
panel [ScrewDetail]. File the protruding
screwpoints flush on the opposite side of
the panel.
I Slide the pullout boards (A/B/C) into
the case from the rear. Measure the
inside dimension of the case.Cut the

case cleat (G) to this length. Then cut Drill countersunk screw holes through
the wall cleat (H) r/q' less than this the sides and into the case cleat. Drive
length. Position the case cleat between the screws[PhotoD].
the sides (F), flush with the back edges
and snug against the bottoms of the side
cleats(D). Clamp the casecleatin place.

#10 x 7c"brass
R.H.wood screw

# 8 x 2 t / z "F . H .
wood screw
driveninto stud

#8 x 1V2'F.H.
wood screw
7sz"shank hole,countersunk

SCREW
DETAIL
B

3/re"

#10 x Ta"brass
R.H. wood screw
File screw pointflush.

6 Now hangit up
I Check for a wall stud in the desired
location of the blade locker. If there is a
stud, mark the location on the wall cleat
(H), and drill two countersunk screwholes
in a vertical arrangement. Hold the cleat
level against the wall. Using the screw
holes as guides, mark the screw locations
on the wall. Drill pilot holes into the stud,
and screwthe cleat to the wall.
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If there is no stud, drill the cleat holes
in a horizontal arrangement, and use
hollow wall fastenersto mount the cleat.
Hang the blade locker by interlocking
the casecleat (G) and wall cleat bevels.
Slide out the pull-out boards, and hang
your blades on the roundhead screws.

Note: Tb allow the casecleat (G) to clear
the wall cleat (H) when mounting the blade
Iockerunder an overheadobstruction,such
as awall cabinet,draw alevelline LL"below
the obstruction, and align the bottom of
the waII cleatwith this line. Q
Written by fan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Projectdesign:feff Mertz
lllustrations:Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson
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A few simpletools
are all you needto
mastersix essential
techniquesto build
most projects.
)
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ure, it's great to have a shop full of pro-quality tools,
but you don't need them to craft the Basic-Builtprojectsin WOODamagazine.You can accuratelycut, drill,
ioint, and glue up parts using only inexpensive equipment.
For starters,we're going to assumeyou have at least some
common hand tools and measuring devices,and these few
essential power tools shown at left: a benchtop tablesaw,
circular saw,jigsaw,a plunge router with a basic assortment
of bits, a cordlessor electricdrill, and a random-orbit sander.
You'll also need a few inexpensive pipe clamps and budgetpriced accessories
such as a $14 drilling guide. NoW let's see
how much you can do with so few tools.
WOOD magazine May 2008

SAW ARROW-STRAIGHTLINESWITH A CIRCULARSAW

Factory
edges

I arge sheetgoods, such as plywood or
Emedium-density fiberboard (MDF),
are too unwieldy to cut on a benchtop
saw.By making an 8' straightedge,however, you can cut sheet goods precisely
using only a circular saw.
I Vou need a straight edge to make a
I straightedge, so either rough-cut a
single plywood sheet in half or stagger
two sheetsso the top sheet'sfactory edge
acts as a straightedge for ripping a 7"wide strip off the lower sheet [PhotoA].
Then, reposition the top sheet'sfactory
edge to rip another strip roughly L6"
wide off the bottom sheet.
the circular saw unplugged,
lwitfr
&measure from the blade to the edge
of the sawbasebeneath the saw'smotor.
Add up to 1" to that dimension and then
screwthe 7"-wide strip onto the 16"-wide
lower strip that distance from one edge.
Q ntacethe sawbasefirmly against the
rJedge of the upper strip (the fence)
and cut away the surplus on the lower
strip (the base) [Photo B]. Support the
waste piece, or have a helper hold it
steady to keep the saw from binding.
Label the saw side of the straight edge.
(You can turn the other sideinto a router
guide-more on that in the next section.) If you have more than one circular
saw, write on the straightedge the saw
make and model.
cut a project part, clamp the edge
Ato
Tof
the base onto the pencil marks
defining your cutline. Then, run the
saw-baseedge against the upper strip
[PhotoC] to guide the cut.
woodmagazlne.com

Add teeth to your circ saw
Most peoplebuy circularsawsfor
remodelingand constructionwork,
cuts
not to makeclean,splinter-free
for woodworking.lf your circular
saw producestoo much tear-out,
replacethe original 24-tooth blade
with a 40-tooth aftermarketblade.

Marked cut line

Adjust blade depth to
your stock thickness
We usedsawhorses
that could be
2x4s (see
topped with sacrificial
Sources) for cutting and routing
sheetgoods.lf you're usingother
types of sawhorses,attach replaceable
2x4 tops with fastenersplacedwell
clearof the saw blade.Setthe blade
or bit to cut no more than 3/ro"into
the sacrificial2x4s.

2x4a1
i',ltr&
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EDGE-GIUING
forNT BoARDSFORGAP-FREE

ll o matter how straight a board looks
l-n
the home center, it's likely not
straight enough to edge-glue without
leaving unsightly gaps that weaken the
glue ioint. To make those edgestrue as
can be, turn the other edge of your
newly built saw guide into a router
guide, and then straighten, or "ioint,"
boards using a Vz"-diameterstraight bit
or spiral bit. (Rememberto use the same
bit diameter for future edging.)
I Witfr the straight bit instllled, meaI sure from the edge of the bit to the
edgeof the router base.

the length of the guide'sbase,
latong
lmark
a line that distance from the
fence.Saw off the excessbaseto within
Va"of the wastesideof the line.
QAOlust the router bit height to cut
rJ just deeperthan the thicknessof the
base[PhotoD]. Then, clamp the guide to
the sawhorsesto keep it from shifting.
While holding the router base tight
against the fence, rout the rough edge
smooth. Labelthe router guide sidewith
the router used (if you have more than
one), and a reminder arrow showing the
correct router travel direction [PhotoE].

joint a board for a glue-up,place
Afo
Tthe
guide-baseedgesnear the edge
of your workpiece, leaving a strip about
r/ra"wide to be routed straight. Clamp
the guide in position, and rout the board
[Photo F]. If your tablesawcan handle
the sizeworkpiece you're iointing, place
the routed edge against your tablesaw
fence, and cut a straight and parallel
edge on the opposite side. Otherwise,
move and reclamp the guide to rout that
edge, as you did the opposite one. You
also can use this technique to remove
rounded factory edgeson 2x4s.

CLAMPAND SANDPANEISFIAT

ll)urchased lumber can vary enough
I in thickness to show "steps" on an
edge-glued panel. Fortunately, most
panels need only one "good" face. To
keep at least one surface flat, edge-glue
panel pieceswith the appearanceside
85

down and pressed firmly against the
clamp bars or pipes as you apply
clamping pressure.(See the Shop Tip
at right.)
I Cover the clamp bars or pipes with
I painter's tape where the pieceswill
rest. That prevents the metal from discoloring the wood and simplifies
removing glue squeeze-out.
the pieces down onto the
lPress
-clamps
as you tighten them. Leave
the glue-up clamped for an hour, then
remove the clamps while the squeezeout remains soft enough to scrapeoff.
Allow the glue-up to dry overnight.
on only the appeara.rce
lworking
rJside, use a random-orbit sander
with 80- or 100-grit abrasive to level
the ioint lines, as shown [Photo G].
Avoid creating a trough in the surface
above each ioint by continually moving the sander and smoothing the
entire panel evenly.

Flat panels on round pipe
You can't be too rich, too attractive,
or havetoo many clamps,but you
can havetoo variedan assortment
of clamps.So when you buy
pipe clamps,stickto one model.
l denti calcl ampssupporta glue- up
on a flat planebetterthan a mix of
clampswith barsat variedheights.
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DADOESFIRSTTIME, EVERYTIME
ROUTPERFECT-FIT

Right
dadojig

dado the workpiece,install aVz"- as the baserestson the iigs, position the
dadoesof any width using what
flout
?fo
Tlmay be the world's simplest iig. It &diameter flush-trim bit (for dadoes router so the bit iust touches the stop
works with any straight bit that is wider than r/zu)with a top-mounted line. Using double-facedtape, attach the
slightly narrower than the thickness of bearing and a roughly 72"cutting depth. stop one of the jigs so the stop is perpen(SeeSources.)Make the bit height the dicular to the long edge of the iig and
your stock.
From 7/2"or 3/+"MDF, cut two iig top depth of your dado plus the thickness of halts the router at the stop mark [Photo
pieces the same size, as shown at right. the jig. Pressthe bit against the edge of ll. Set the cutting depth, and rout to the
stopblock. Repeatas neededto complete
Make both about 6" longer than the path one iig just off the workpiece, and turn
of your dadoes.Then, cut two cleats 2" on your router. Keeping the bit against the dado [PhotoJ].
wide and as long as the width of the top the jig, work from left to right until you
pieces. Glue a cleat to the underside of reach the opposite side of the workpiece.
each top piece, making it dead-on per- Then, repeat against the opposite jig
pendicular to the long edge.NoWyou're until you have a full-width dado.
TWO-PART
a
ready to dado.
2 fo make a stoPPeddado, first cut
DADOJIG
as
2"-wide strip that's twice
Jthird
I Mark the left edge of where you'll
I dado the workpiece. Then, clamp Iong as the width of the top
one iig in place so the right edge of the pieces to use as a stop.
Radiusof router
base plus 3'
iig touches the dado mark and the cleat Mark the work20" o(
-,,-pressesagainst the workpiece edge.Butt piece where
the finish-sandedpart you'll insert into you want
the dado against the right edge of the the dado to
iig, and slide the right dado jig up against end, then
the part. Clamp the right dado iig in position your
---.--l l i = place, and lift off the part between the iigs, asbefore.With the dado
I
Width--.-.workpiece
the
above
bit
iust
iigs [PhotoH].
)z'i

essentials
Start your router-bit collection with these essentials
canadd up fast,but it paysto investin top qualitywhen
Yourrouter-bitinvestment
possible,
buy bitswith sturdy72"shanks.
Whenever
buyingbitsyou'llusefrequently.
Here's
whatto includein a starterset:
the shank.)
(lt'smountedat the endopposite
with a bottombearing.
O l/auround-over
bearing.
flush-trim
bit with a 1"-longcuttinglengthanda top-mounted
@ t/2"-diameter
y4'
bearing.
a
bottom
with
round-over
@
straightbit with a 1"-longcuttinglength.
@ 1/2"-diameter
Onceyou stepup to a routertable,you'llwanta similarbit but with a bottombearing.
O 45" chamferbit with a bottombearing.
to adjustthe depthof cut.
guidebearings
kit with different-size
@ Rabbeting-bit

woodmagazlne.com
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BOREPERPENDICULAR
HOLESWITHOUTA DRILLPRESS
Get the (brad) point
Nothing frustrateslike watching a
twist bit scoot awayfrom the carefully markedlocationwhere you
meantto drill a hole.With a bradpoint bit, however,the tip stays
plantedwhere you want it. Start
with a basicset, and savethem just
for woodworking.
Twist bit

ll)ortable drills can't match the accut racy of a drill pressfor making perpendicular holes, but you can come
closeusing either of these techniques.
A doweling iig [Photo K] (seeSources)
can double as a drill guide by starting a
hole using the appropriate guide bushing. Then, guided by the shallow starter
hole, drill through the workpiece.

Brad-pointbit

You also can drill more accurately
aidedbya $14iig [PhotoL].(SeeSources.)
You're limited to bits the same diameters
as the six bushings provided, but that,s
more selection than with the doweling
iig. Should you step up to a drill press
someday,you still can use this iig to drill
into spheres, the sides of dowels, or a
workpiece edge.

HONE YOUR CORNERINGABITITIES

/l nother easy-to-makeiig lets you rout
Flrounded
corners of any diameter
time after time. Make the fig from MDF or
plywood about 6-8" square. On one corner of the square,use a compassto draw a
quarter circle the radius you want. With a
iigsaw, cut within Vt6" of the compass
pencil mark without crossing it. Use a
hardwood sanding block to smooth the
curve down to the pencil mark. Then

Label iigs for future use

attach a pair of cleatsto the edgesadioiningthe curve, keeping the cleatsat least 1,"
awayfrom where the curve starts.
1 fo start, press the iig cleats against
I the workpiece corner, as shown
[PhotoM], and trace the curve.
to within Va,of your pencil
lJigru*

-line,

asshown[PhotoN].

Now, turn your iig into a router template, clamping it to the workpiece

The more woodworking you do, the more jigs you'll collect.Write on the jig its
name, important dimensions,and any specificprojectswhere it,s used.Then,
keepfrequently-usedjigs within easyreach.Projeci-specific
jigs or those with
only a few usescan be stored atop cabinets,hung from oveilieadjoists,or
stackedon a high shelf.
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so your router can move freely around
the corner.
a l"-long pattern bit to make
lndiust
rfthe
top-mounted bearing ride against
the jig atop the workpiece, as shown
[Photo O]. Then, rout left to right to
remove the rough jigsawn edge.f
Written by Robert Wllson with Chuck Hedlund

Sources
g00Sawhorses.Storehorse
Xl S20.
TheLehigh
Group,
523-9382
or lehighgroup.com.
Dowellng f lg. ModelGl874,532fromGrizzly
Industrial,800-5234777or griuly.com.
1/l',sAC',
t16',t1r6',
Drf | | g ulde. No.140876
with3AC',
unO
72"bushings
pin,514,
andcentering
Woodcraft,800-2251153
orwoodcraft.com.
Top-mounted bearlng flush-trlm blt. Bitno.
16509
witha 72"-diameter
by72"cuttingheight,
SlC
MLCS,
800-533-9298
or mlcswoodworking.com.
Bitno.
th"-diameter
WL-l007-D
witha
by7rC'cutting
height,
Sl4,
Woodline,
800-472-6950
or woodline.com.
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e'll admit it: Most of us on the
WOODa magazine staff are
dyed-in-the-wool power-tool
iunkies. So when we confessto having a
few favorite hand tools, you know it's
because they solve problems that no
power tool can. That's the case with a
shoulder plane. With its open sidesand
a blade as wide as its body, you can run
the side of a shoulder plane against the
wall of a rabbet or the shoulder of a
tenon, as shown above, and trim an
inside cut perfectly square. In fact, a
well-tuned and sharpened shoulder
plane cleans up corner cuts faster than
setting up a power tool to do the iob.
(Seepage 94 for tips on making your
joinery airtight using this tool.)
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Shoulderplanescome in various sizes,
shapes,and price ranges, making the
task of choosing one daunting. To simplify your choice, we put six models into
the able hands of Tim Peters,master
furnituremaker, hand-tool aficionado,
and head of the woodworking department at Orange Coast Collegein Costa
Mesa, California. After more than a
month of testing and daily use by Tim
and his students,here are the findings.

First and foremost:
Flat and square
If the bottom (or sole) of a plane isn't
perfectly flat, you can't expect it to leave
a flat surfacebehind. And on a shoulder
plane, a perfectly square intersection

between the sole and sides is equally
important (iust like the relationship
between a iointer bed and its fence).
Three of the testedplanes-the Clifton
42O, Lie-Nielsen O42, and the Veritas
05P41.01-proved sufficiently flat and
squareout of the box. The rest required
some time spent with wet/dry abrasives
and float glass to flatten and square
them before use. (Learn the complete
technique for flattening the sole of a
hand plane in WOOD magazine issue
160, page 50, or purchasethe article at
u'orld rlrtg.l zi ne.frrrrr/ irltrck pll n es.)Once
done, and after sharpening the blades
(which we'll discussshortly), all of the
planes cut clean, square shoulders on
edge,cross,or end grain.
WOOD magazine
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While sighting down the sole of the plane,you can adjust the cutting
depth of most plane bladesby turning the depth knob until a sliverof
bladejust appearsthrough the throat.

Veritasadded a through-hole in the body of the plane into which you
may insert a fingerfor improved grip.

Plane and blade settinqs
must be easy and accufate
The tiniest fraction of an inch when setting the depth of a plane blade can make
the difference between a perfect shaving
and a plane that's a pain. That's why
most of the models feature a screwdriven depth adjustment: You loosen
the blade a bit and then twist the knob
in to deepen the cut, or out to lessen it
[PhotoA]. On the H.N.T. Gordon plane,
though, you tap the wedge or the plane
body [Photo B] to change the cutting
depth. After a little practice we found
this ancient method just as accurate as
screw-typeadjustments.
You may find after sharpening the
blade that you need to skew it slightly to
woodmagazlne.com

On the H.N.T.Gordon,tapping the wedge gently with a hammer sets
the blade a hair deeper;rapping the top of the plane with your hand
retracts the blade slightly. The method is old-school, but effective.

We found rooster-tail handles a bit awkward to use with one hand, but
the relief on the bottom of Clifton'shandle,shown,enhancedour grip.

keep the cutting edge parallel to the
sole.In our tests,the Stanley 92 andL.C.
Emmerich 7IO-P proved a little fussier
when making this adjustment and locking the blade, mostly because they're
the only two planes that require a screwdriver to secure the blade.
Besidescutting depth, you can adjust
the thickness of the plane shavings by
opening or closing the blade throat. (A
smaller gap yields a thinner shaving.)
On most planes, the front of the sole
slides fore and aft after loosening a
screw; on the wooden Clifton and steel
Gordon planes, the only throat adjustment is using a needle file to enlarge the
throat-a permanent adiustment that
can't be undone.

Before you buy, some
hand-h-olding-is in order
If a tool doesn't feel good in your hand,
you probably won't use it often. So, if
possible, make sure you try it before you
buy it. Tim says the well-balanced
wooden body of the Gordon plane felt
best in his medium-size hands, followed
closely by the Veritas. The latter has a
unique finger hole [Photo C] that we
came to like.
You may, instead, like the feel of the
long rooster-tail handles on the Clifton
[Photo D] and Lie-Nielsen shoulder
planes. Between those two, we prefer
the finger-cradling concave handle of
the Clifton, which gave us a more positive grip.
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Every blade needed a oood
shar-pening before useAs we expected,no plane arrived with a
blade sharp enough to make great cuts.
The "Ease of Sharpening Blade" grades
in the chart below reflect Tim's preference for sharpening on waterstones
without a honing guide and are based
on the amount of time it took to bring
the bladesto equal sharpness.The beefiet Vro"thickness of the Gordon blade
(compared with the more typical }6"
thickness) lengthens the bevel of its
blade, giving it more surface on the
stone for easiersharpening. This gradeis
lessimportant if you use a honing guide
or power sharpener.

Our pick for a shoulder
plan-eyou won't cry on

) "m,

-4f
"s
D

Our favorite plane in this test is the
modestly priced Veritas 05P41.01.Nearperfect out of the box, its steel blade
took a brilliantly sharp edge, and its
comfortable profile encouraged control,
which led to excellent cuts.
Although it's a very different plane
from the Veritas, we were equally pleased
with the performance and comfort of
the H.N.T. Gordon. But it did require
some up-fr-ont work to square the sole to
the bodv. i

E.C.Emmerich710-P
Written by Dave Campbell with Tlm Peters
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traditionalwoodworker.com.
800-509-0081
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$220

traditionalwoodworker.com.
800-509-0081
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3. ! Excellent
[il Good
4. Innew,unused
condition

2. Combination
of bedangle

E

elz.s

N

1 . ( B ) Brass
( t ) lron
(w)Wood

elz.o

U $175

-2520
Iie-nielsen.co
n, 800-327

A

$175

c

$175

-8158
leevalley.com,
800-871

E

$105

woodcraft.com,
800-225-1
153

5. (A) Australia
(C) Canada
(E) England
(G) Germany
(U) United
States

craftsmanstudio.com,
888-500-9093

6. Prices
current
attimeofarticle
production
anddonotinclude
shipping,
where
applicable.

andbladebevelangle.
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ShaveYour Way
To Tight Tenons
A sharp,well-tunedshoulderplanetrims
tenonswith precisionno machinecan match.

Watch a FREEvideo on
shoulderplanesat:
wood magazine.com/videos

hether you cut tenons with a
tablesawor a handsaw,you'll
craft tighter, stronger ioints
by gradually trimming each tenon to fit
its mortise. A shoulder plane, like the
ones reviewed on page90, tunes tenons
accuratelyand quickly, thanks to a
blade as wide as the body of the plane
and sidessquareto its sole.Here'show.
To help the tool sail through hardwoods, sharpen the plane blade to a
razor's edge.For a free video on quick
and easysharpening, visit the hand
tools section of woodmagazine.com/
videos.After installing the blade,adjust
its cutting depth to remove the thinnest possibleshaving, as shown below.
Then clamp your workpiece to a bench,
or brace it against a bench dog to
prevent shifting as you work.
Begin the tenon-planing stroke with
the blade off the tenon. Keepthe plane
level and balanced on the tenon as you
push it through each stroke,as shown
aboveright.In addition to straight
passes,you also can plane at a slight
diagonal for a shearing action that cuts

1. Startyour stroke by pressingthe front, or toe, of the plane evenlyon the tenon cheekas you
pushthe planeforward.2.As the bladebitesinto the wood, continuepushingforwardwhiie
keeping even pressureon the toe and heel of the plane.3. Then usethe plane-'smomentum to
carry it past the edge of the tenon. Takecare not to tilt the heel upward.

easier.Repeatthe same number of
passeson each cheek (the broad surface
of the tenon) to keep the tenon centered. A fine-tuned tenon should fit
hand-tight within the mortise.

i To plane a shoulder, rest the plane's
i side flat on the tenon cheek, as shown
i below,and plane down to the mark
i defining the shoulder.Takethin
shavings to avoid tear-out on the
i opposite
edge.Repeaton the opposite
Why itt a "shoulder" plane i shoulder; then remove the small areain
For tablesaw-cuttenons, you'll likely
i betweenwith a chisel.You also can use
only need to plane the tenon cheeks.
: a shoulder plane to chamfer the tenon
For hand-cut tenons, however, you may i ends about Ve"for easierassemblvand a
need to tune the shouldersas well.
i tighter fit. aF

Adjust the blade'scutting depth until it removesfine shavingswithout leavingvisible score
marks,as on the /eff tenon. Ridgesseenon the rght tenon mlan you're cutting too deep.
94
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Sho-Proven
Products
These
woodworking
warespassed
ourshoptrials.

Wetesthundreds
oftools
andaccessories,
butonlythose
thatearnatleast
three
stars
forperformance
make
thefinalcutandappear
inthissection.

Resaw bandsaw bestows a powerful performance
I love that feeling of testing a tool and
realizing a manufacturer nailed it.
That's what happened during my work
with Rikon's model #10-325 deluxe
14" bandsaw.
Its 13" resawcapacity is what draws
people to this machine. It has that
much cutting height becausethe
column equals that of most other
bandsawswith a riser block added. And
Rikon made the guidepost-which
moves on a rack-and-pinion systemextend through the top, allowing the
extra resaw capacity without making
the overall height too tall.
To test this feature, I installed a new
%" Timber Wolf blade and set the
guides. This unit powered its way
through a lLz/e"-wideslab of white oak
as I resawedpiecesas thin as t4". The
motor never faltered. I used the
included pivot bar mounted to the rip
fence, but I found resawing with the
fence alone superior: I machined sheets
that never differed more than Vsz"in
thickness.
There'scast iron everywhere: 1"-wide
wheels, a l6x2LVz" table with two miter
slots, and substantial table trunnions.
The blade tensioner and built-in scale
marked in fractions tells you precisely
how much to tighten the blade, and the

tension releaselever allows the blade to
relax when not in use without losing
that setting. The 1L0-volt motor pulls
L4 amps, but it never tripped a breaker,
thanks to its soft-start feature.
"Rikon'sL-shaped
aluminum rip fence
can be mounted either 3V4"tall or Vz"
tall (so it reachesunder the blade
guides for thin rips on short workpieces).Bladeschange easily because
the slot in the table is perpendicular to
the fence rail: Simply pull the blade
forward and slide it around the end of
the rail. I've used other bandsawsthat
proved much more difficult. I also like
that the baseservesas a cabinet to
store the fence, miter gauge,resaw
pivot, and manual. There'salso a
worklight, and a holder on the back for
the five included hex wrenches needed
for all adiustments.
My only knock on this model: The
adjustment of the bearing-styleblade
guides. Setting the side guides correctly
proved fussy, but I can live with that in
exchangefor all the great features.
-Tested by BobHunter

14"bandsaw,
model
#10-325
Performance
Price
Rikon
877-884-516 7; rikontools.com

*****
$7s0

Lee Valley turns up a good
value with turnlng chisels
Lee Valley's nine-piece set of turning
chiselswill get any turner off to a good
start in the hobby-for a reasonable
price. The set features a %" roughing
gouge; r/+",3/s",
andVz" spindle gouges;
aVz" bowl gouge;a 1" oval skew chisel;
a3/rc"diamond parting tool; a L" square
scraper;and a 1" roundnose scraper.
There's also a polyester tool roll for
storing or carrying the chisels.
I turned severalprojects with these
tools-big and small bowls, furniture
spindles, and drawer pulls-and they
performed well after I sharpened each
to my satisfaction. I was able to grind
the high-speed-steelchiselsto create
precise cutting edges,and they held
those edgesthroughout prolonged
turning better than I expected.The
oval-shaped skew proved trickier to
sharpen than the flat skewsI normally
96

use,but it cuts well once sharp. I
set,model
#58825.30
lpieceturningchisel
appreciatethe l,S"-longash handles, but
Performance
*****
would prefer handles about 3" shorter
Price
$165
on the spindle gouges.I find shorter
LeeValley
handles better fit my technique when
800-871-8158; leevalley.com
making tight covesand beads.
-TestedbyBrianSimmons
continuedon page 98
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Shop-Proven
Products

You

Stalnless-steeldiscs cut fast, not fine

PI.USone LegacyOrnamentalMill
PI,USour FREEOn-line
woodworkingclasses
EQUALS
world class results.
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THERIGHTTOOLSand TRArHrlrG
FORTHEWOODWORKER
circleNo.644

WtTrl A VrSrOlr.

Staring into the teeth of these StainlessSteelSanding Discs
for 5" random-orbit sanders,they look mighty scary. And
they are-if you're a piece of wood. The idea behind them:
Each razor-sharp hole acts like a tiny hand plane to shave
the wood, rather than scratch it smooth, like the grit on
sandpaper. But do these hook-andJoop discs leave a surface
as smooth as sandpaper?
To find out, I compared Microplane's coarse,medium,
and fine StainlessSteelSanding Discs head-to-headwith a
fresh set of conventional 40-, 80-, and 120-grit sanding
discs.Using the same sander,hand pressure,and an equal
number of strokes with each abrasive,I worked my way up
through the grits on pieces of red oak and hard maple.
The coarseStainlessSteelSanding Disc devoured the test
boards, leaving tiny wood shavings in its wake. It removed
material faster than any sandpaper I've ever used, but the
fuzzy and frayed finish wasn't as smooth as the swirly
scratchesleft by 40-grit paper. As I proceeded up through
,the grits, the StainlessSteelSanding Discs always left a
surface that felt rougher than that made by sandpaper.
I figured that stain would reveal flaws left by either
abrasive,so I brushed on a dark stain. Not surprisingly, the
wood shapedwith the StainlessSteelSanding Discs took the
stain darker and more unevenly than the sanded wood.
However, I always sand a project to L80 grit before staining,
so I sandedboth the 120-grit sandpaperarea and the "fine,,
Microplaned area with equal strokes and pressure,and again
applied stain.
This time I couldn't
tell one board from
the other.
Here's the bottom
line: Microplane's
StainlessSteel
Sanding Discs won't
replace your
sandpaper, but they
will hog away a lot
more material for
Stainless
SteelSanding
Disa
the same effort. And, Performance
*****
at about $5 a disc,
Price
$10, 2-pack;
they'll last a lot
$14, three-gritassortment
longer before
Microplane
needing replacement. 800-555-2767;microplane.com
-TestedbyPatLowry
continued on page 100
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Sharpen on the go with
these spill-proof stone kits
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s

Circle No. 1301

YOUGOTFUI{GUS?

LILILLL]-.t
wrth

Maximurn
Strength
withouta Prescription
DOUBTS
ET R EN C T I T

T w i c et h e S t r e n g tohf O t h e rB r a n d s
V i s i b tR
e e s u l tisn J u s tW eeks
N oS i d efffe c ts

#l

Phamacist
fiecommended

\t\'-uu ! r
ft:l,t"
s",,."1""-t""j

nro"hull,I'tungutt

*ll::t.#o-'ouno

I w o r k a s a c a b i n c t r n a k c ri n a n l 8 2 5 - r . r a
I'ristoricalvillagc Lrsingr-rothingirut tnrcto-thc-perioci l-rancitools. Nccc'lless
to sa\,,
I have to sharpcn trtols evcrv cla1,.
So I
recogrrizca clualitv sharltening ltrodtrct,
such us tl-rcNctrtor-rl)ortablc Sharpening
Systcr-r-r,
r,r'hcn I see it.
N o r t o r . rp a c k e c li t s c x i s t i n g t r i - h o n c
k i t ( t l ' r r c cs t o n e sn t o u n t e c l i n t r i a n g u l a r
fasl'rirtnon a ruttating ltasc) in a leakp r o o f p l a s t i c l t o x l v i t l ' r a r c s c r v o i rl t a t h
bt'lor,r,thcstctrres.So tn,o stoncs soak
'l'ltc
w l - r i l c\ / o u L l s et h c o t h c r .
stoncs
t - t c c . oc n
l l v l 5 r n i n t r t e si n t h c l t r a t c r
b c f o r c L l s c ,s o I s o a k t h c 1 , 0 ( X ) -a n ( ,
-1,(XX)srit stoncs first. (Nortor-rrccoutrnencisthat rrctunot storc the stones in
r,r,ater.)
Nct rlattcr wl-rich of thosc stor-rcs
I start r,t,ith,tl're 8,000-grit stonc gcts
strLrrncrgecl
ancl is rcaclvlvhcn I nccd it.
I l i k e t h c . i x u " s t o r - r cisr r t l - r i sk i t b c t t c r
t h a n t l ' r r . 2 1 / 2 x j 1 1 ,s/ t2o"n e si n N r l r t o n ' s
p r c v i o u s t r i - l ' r o r r c . ' l - h en c w s t o n c sa l l o w
r n c t o s h a r l t e n n , i c l cl t l a n e i r o n s a n c l
p r o v i d e a L r e t t c rp l a t f o r r n f o r r n y h r t n i n g
'l'hc
gLriclc.
k i t a l s c ti n c l L r c l cas c c r a r n i r
flattcning ltlate, ancl I fctunclenctugh
rooni in tl-rcbottorn storagetrav to hold
t l r t ,l r t) ni l t g g l r i r k ' .
Although I got sharp toois trsing tl-re
oilstonc vcrsii)lt, I founcl that I coulcl gct
a n'rucl'rsharlter cclgcon r-nvplane irctr.rs
with the waterstones.Inclucleclin thc
oilstonc kit arc a coarse(-n'stolone stonc
ancl ntccliurn ancl fine Inclia stone.s.*
-TestedbvlohnOison
Performance
Price

l

AVAILABLEAT
ffi

n'''

WAL.MART
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STOPa
SHOP
Circle No. 1228

waterstone
f+iva:-tlvl $j9o;
O i l s t o n(e# l M B 3 - O$)17 0

Norton Abrasives
2 54 - 9 1 8 - 2 3 06 ; n o r t o n s t o n e sc. o m
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Whybuy?

Our EditorsTest

IAolili'iggered

Cood dust managementbeginsat the tool, which is why we likea
tool-triggeredvacuumthat turnson and off automatically
with the
tool pluggedinto it. (Suchvacsalsoswitchon/off manually.)Tooltriggeredvacsfeaturehigh-efficiency
filtration,disposable
bagsto
trap debris,a few secondsof run time to clearthe hoseafteryou
switchoff the tool, and considerably
lowernoiselevelscompared
with typicaltub-styleshopvacuums.Two variablesto watchfor:
Dustportson portablepowertoolsvary so much in sizeand shape
that we often had to useadapters(and sometimesduct tape)to
attachthe vacuumhoses.And, the capacityof the on-boardoutlet
will likelylimit you to usingthe vacuumwith low-amperage
tools,
suchassanders,biscuitjoiners,or midsizerouters,becauseall but
one of the vacs'powercordsare ratedfor only 15 amps.Do not
exceedthe manufacturers'
statedpoweravailability.

Vacrrfums
Editortest-drive:
My basement workhop is right
belowmy bedroom.So not only do
I appreciatethe quietnessof ShopVac'sOn-Demandvacuum,but so
doesmy wifewhen l'm workinglate
at night. Whether I used the cartridgefilteralone(with chipsfalling
into the tub) or with the collection
bag (which traps nearlyall of the
dust and chips),it suckedup every
messI made.Thehoseflexes
enough
for good maneuverabilitywithout
being too soft and crush-prone.Capacity:12gallons
Hose:11/c"x 12'
The On-Demandworkedgreatwith ToolAmps:8; NoiseLevel:78
dB
my random-orbitsander,but when
I useditwith my 3-hp router,an onboardelectroniccontrollerreduced
powerto the vac motor,which reducedsuction.(Shop-Vac
saysthis
coulddamagethe motorson one or both tools.)
-TestedbyJanSvec,
Projects
Editor

Tolearnmore:

Tolearnmore:

' 888-848-5175; deltaportercable.com

570-326-0502;shopvac.com

Editortest-drive:
This vacuumis so quiet when I
powered up my first few tools,
I had to touch it to verify it was
running. ln fact the Turbo lll
ratesas the quietestin our test
and about 40dB lower than my
regularshop vacuum.I alsoappreciateits suction,as it gobbled
up all the wood dust and chips
I could make.lt comesstandard
with a papercollectionbag that
traps nearly everything,and a
S-microncloth filter that works
great for trapping dust as the Capacity:14.5gallons
Hose:21/e"x 10'
heavierdebrisfallsto the bottom ToolAmps:5; NoiseLevel:
67 dB
of the tub. I couldhookup all but
919 of my tools using the included hose and reducingadapter.
Althoughthe vac'soutlet lists18 ampsof possiblepower,t foundusing an ammeter-that its motor drew 10 amps. So that leaves
only 5 ampsfor a tool on its 1S-amp-rated
cord and plug. Exceeding thiscoulddamagethe tool or vacuummotors.

Tolearnmore:
800-441-9878; feinus.com
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Editortest-drive:
l've used Porter-Cable's
older
model #7810 for years for
generalshopcleanupand drywall sanding,and the newer
model #7812 performseven
better.Weighingonly 20 lbs.,
it hasall the suctionI needto
collectdust from my portable
power tools.The oversizerear
wheelsmake it stable,and it
glideseasilyaround my shop
without tipping. The 7812 Capacity:10 gallons
Hose:11/2"x 13'
comes with a cartridgefilter ToolAmps:6; NoiseLevel:75
dB
and one collectionbag. lt featuresa spring-loaded
"finger"on the outsidethat whenyou pull,
dragsacrossthe filter and knocksoff most of the dust without
openingthe hood. I had no troubleconnectingthe hoseto my
Porter-Cable
tools,but mixed luckwith other brands.
-Tested
by BillKrier,
Editor-in-Chief

Editortest-drive:

I never thought l'd pay
$450 for a vacuum, but
after using the CT22, l'm
sold. lt comes standard
with a filter that trapsdust
as small as 0.3 micronsthe finest filtration in the
test. And its suction swallowedeverythingto where
I couldn'tfind dust on my
Capacity:5.8gallons
boards,workbench,glassHose:11/t"x 11r/z'
€s, or hair. I started out
Tool Amps: 10; NoiseLevel:72 dB
using the CT22 attached
to my router to flush-trimMDF countertops,and was amazed
when the vacuumgatheredin even that superfinedust. Then I
sanded700 linearfeet of trim for my house,and againno mess.
TheCT22hasan adjustable
suctionlevel,and I foundthe middle
rangebestfor sanding.The only drawback:I had to useadapters
(not included)and duct tape to attachthe hoseto most of my
non-Festool
tools.lt'sthe onlyvacuumin the testwith a 20-amp
plug,givingme moreflexibilitywhen usedon a 20-ampcircuit.
-Tested by DoveCampbell,
-TestedbyKevin
DeputyEditor
Boyle,
Senior
Design
Editor

Tolearnmore:

888-337-8600;festoolusa.com
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Yo-yo
polished
Figured
wood,
stone
inlays,
anda high-tech
bearing
inserttransform
thissimpletoy
intoa long-spinning
treasure.
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Safaripuzzle
jigsaw
puzzle
goes
tabletop
scene
This
3-Dtocreate
achangeable
from
theAfrican
savanna.
featuring
acast
0fcharacters
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0utdoor
barserver
project.ltsdesign
your0utd00rlivingspace
Enhance
withthislow-cost,
straightforward
You'll
findallofthe
matches
table
andstools
featured
inorevious
issues.
thebistro
local
home
necessary
supplies
atyOur
center.

Missionendtable
This
easy-to-make
justa
project
requires
fewhours
intheshop,
basic
skills,
anda modestassortment
oftools.
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Multi-baserouterkits
giveyougreat
Routers
withfixed
andplunge
bases
flexibility,
Wetested
12kitsto
aswellasperformance.
giveyouthelowdown
yourbucks.
onwhere
tospend
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Our20 bestroutertips and tricks
Workwithgreater
accuracy
andsafetythanever
before.
You'll
findtechniques
andjigsforeverypanels.
thingfromcutting
dadoes
toraising

Knifehandlesand rack
knife
Pairscraps
ofanyfinewoodwithpurchased
blanks,
shape
thehandles,
thenbuild
thissimple
rack
cutlery
set.
toholdyourhigh-quality
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